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The asymptotic distribution of orbits for discrete subgroups of motions in 
Euclidean and non-Euclidean spaces are found; our principal tool is the wave 
equation. The results are new for the crystallographic groups in Euclidean space 
and for those groups in non-Euclidean spaces which have fundamental domains of 
infinite volume. In the latter case we show that the only point spectrum of the 
Laplace-Beltrami operator lies in the interval (-((m - 1)/2)2, 01; furthermore we 
show that when the subgroup is nonelementary and the fundamental domain has a 
cusp, then there is at least one eigenvalue in this interval. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Early on Gauss observed that the number of integer lattice points in a 
circle of radius s is equal to the area of this circle zs* to within an error of 
no more than the circumference, that is, O(s). Since then lattice problems of 
this sort have been extensively studied. 
The lattice points are the orbit of the origin under the action of the group 
of integer translations. This group can be replaced by any discrete subgroup 
of motions, for example, the group generated by any two linearly 
* The work of the first author was supported in part by Department of Energy under 
Contract DE-AC02-76 ERO 3077 and the second by the National Science Foundation under 
Grant MC880-01943. 
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independent vectors or the crystallographic groups; and the plane can be 
replaced by a Euclidean space of any dimension. The number of these orbital 
points inside a ball of large radius can then be computed asymptotically. 
In the non-Euclidean analogue, we count the number of orbit points in the 
(non-Euclidean) ball of radius s about a point w which are generated by a 
discrete subgroup r of the motions of hyperbolic space: 
N(s; W, WJ = #[t E fi dist(w, rwO) <s]. (1.1) 
If r has a fundamental domain F of finite volume 1F;1, the main term in N(s) 
is again equal to the volume of the ball of radius s divided by IFI: 
2m-‘(;: 1) ,F, e(m-l)s* 
However, since the surface of the ball is also O(e’m-l’S), a surface error 
approximation is useless. Moreover when II;) is infinite, the above way of 
even estimating N is useless. However, it turns out that both N(s) and the 
error term can be expressed in terms of the eigenvalues and the eigen- 
functions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator, even when IFI = co. 
The study of the counting number in the non-Euclidean setting was 
initiated by Huber [5,6], who treated Fuchsian subgroups with compact 
fundamental domains in 2-dimensions. Somewhat later Patterson [ 121 
treated all discrete Fuchsian subgroups in 2-dimensions with fundamental 
domains of finite area. Selberg (see [I]) solved the same problem in real 
hyperbolic spaces of arbitrary dimensions, again for fundamental domains of 
finite volume. Selberg’s error estimates are significantly better than those of 
Huber and Patterson. 
In the present work we extend the above non-Euclidean results to all 
discrete subgroups with thefinite geometric property, that is, to all subgroups 
for which the polygonal representation of the fundamental domain has only a 
finite number of sides; the volume may be finite or infinite. For r a discrete 
subgroup with the finite geometric property, the Laplace-Beltrami operator 
has at most a finite number of eigenvalues pi >,nuz > ... a~,,, lying above the 
continuous spectrum: that is, pi > -((m - 1)/2)‘. Denote the corresponding 
normalized eigenfunctions by (pj;j= l,..., N); q,(w) > 0 and is constant if 
and only if IFI = vol(F) < co. 
Our main result requires the existence of at least one pi ; it can be stated as 
follows: 
THEOREM 1. Set 
Aj=,,/pj+ (y)2 and A=,%,. (1.2) 
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Define Z = Z(s; w, w,,) by 
m-2 Z(s) =LL)m- (3, - l)! ((m-l)/2tAj)S 
26 2 ! C pj + cm _ l)p)! qAw) qdwJ e (1.3) 
summed over the lj > A(m - l)/(m + 1). Then as s + CO 
< 0 
( 
S3’(m+1) exp (m - 1) 
[ (f+G+]) for m>2, (1.4) 
<O (Pexp [ (f+f)s]) for m = 2. 
In the case where IFI < co our error estimate differs from that of Selberg 
by a power of s. Selberg’s proof uses a particular class of integral operators 
that commute with non-Euclidean motions; we use a different class, derived 
from the wave equation. This enables us to base our error estimate on the 
principle of conservation of energy for the wave equation. 
It is clear from definition (1.1) that N(s; w, wo) = N(s, yw, yw,) for any 
isometry y for which y-‘Ty = r. In the non-Euclidean problem the motions 
do not commute. It is not surprising therefore to see, when IFI = co and 
hence when ‘pi is not constant, that the leading term in N(s; w, wo) depends 
on w and wo. 
In order to familiarize the reader with our method in a simpler setting, we 
prove the Euclidean analogue of Theorem 1 in Section 2: 
THEOREM 2. Let r be one of the crystallographic groups and set 
N(s;x,x,)=#[tEr;Ix-7x01 <s]. (1.5) 
The mimber of orbital points in a ball of radius s in I?“’ about a point x is 
N(S; X,X0) = V,(S) + O(sm(m-l)‘(m+l)) for m > 2, (1.6) 
V,(s) = L%- p, 
mlFI 
co,,, = su$ace of the sphere of radius 1 in R”, IFI = volume qf the 
fundamental domain F of the group r. When m = 2, 
m x7 x0) = lFI g + o(s2’3(log s)“‘). (1.6)’ 
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As far as we know, Theorem 2 is new for the crystallographic groups, except 
for groups of translations. In the latter case (1.6), without the logarithmic 
factor when M = 2, was proved by Landau [7,8] in 1915. For integer (or 
“near” integer) lattices in dimensions 24, considerably better estimates have 
been obtained by number-theoretic arguments; see the book [ 151 by Walfisz. 
It might be of interest to know if better error estimates than the ones 
derived in this paper hold for the distribution of orbits of crystallographic 
groups whose translation subgroup is integral. The same question can be 
raised about arithmetic subgroups of non-Euclidean motions. 
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 contains the proof 
of Theorem 2. Sections 3 and 4 deal with automorphic solutions of the non- 
Euclidean wave operator. The main result here is that if r has the finite 
geometric property, then the energy form E is positive definite on a subspace 
of finite codimension. This is equivalent o the statement that the spectrum of 
the Laplace-Beltrami operator in the interval [-((m - 1)/2)*, 01 consists of 
a finite number of eigenvalues. We also show in Therem 4.8 that if the 
fundamental domain has infinite volume, there are no point eigenvalues 
< -((m - 1)/2)2. 
In Section 5 we prove Theorem 1, which requires that the Laplace- 
Beltrami operator have eigenvalues in the interval (-((m - 1)/2)2, 01. If this 
is not the case then, as shown in Theorem 5.7, 
N(s; w, w,) = o(se((m-‘)‘2)s). (1.7) 
Section 6 contains examples of groups for which the energy form is positive 
definite, nonnegative and indefinite. We prove in Theorem 6.4 that if the 
fundamental domain contains a cusp of maximal rank and if r is 
nonelementary, then E is indefinite and the Laplace-Beltrami operator has 
eigenvalues in the interval (-((m - 1)/2)‘, 01. This extends to higher 
dimensions a result of Patterson [ 131. I Section 7 presents the derivation of 
explicit formulas for the solution to the non-Euclidean wave equation that 
are used in Section 5. 
In a first reading of this paper the reader may find it helpful to limit 
himself to the three dimensional case. 
’ We thank Dennis Sullivan for acquainting us with this result of Patterson. A proof for 
m > 2 due to Sullivan is soon to appear [ 141. 
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2. THE DENSITY OF ORBITS FOR A CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC GROUP 
IN EUCLIDEAN SPACE 
The main tool in our approach to the lattice point problem is the wave 
equation, which in Euclidean space of dimension m is 
This equation has solutions of the form (see [2, pp. 223, 2261) 
24(x, t) = c, (~~~)‘m-3”2fil~,_~~(~+l.)~~ formodd, (2.2), 
u(x, t) = c, for m even, (2.2), 
where 
c, = fi 
2(m-1)‘2((m - 2)/2)! 
for m odd, 
1 
= 
2’“-*“*((m - 2)/2)! 
for m even. 
(2.2)’ 
The initial values of u as given by (2.2) are 
24(x, 0) = 0, u,(x, 0) = o,f(x); (2.3) 
here w, = 2n”“/((m - 2)/2)! is the area of the unit sphere in R”. 
If f is a function of x automorphic with respect to the group r, then so is 
u(x, t) for each value of t. We shall write the automorphic function f in the 
form 
f(x) = z: h’(x), 
We choose h of the form 
h’(x) =h(t-‘X). (2.4) 
h(x)+-h, =$ ) ( ) (2.5) 
where h, is smooth, nonnegative, supported in the ball { 1x1 < 1 } and 
normalized as 
.I h,(x) dx = 1. (2.6) 
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It follows from this that 
i h(z) dz = 1 if Ix-tx,)<T-a . ITr-xl<T (2.7) 
=o if lx-sx,,l>T+a 
and that the value of the integral lies between 0 and 1 otherwise. 
We shall study the expression 
Z( T, a) = c& 
J 
“T (T’ - t2)‘m-3”2 fu(x, t) dt, 
0 
where 
c, = 2((m - WY 
m &i ((m - 3)/2)! for a11 m* 
(2.8) 
(2.8)’ 
LEMMA 2.1. The following identities hold: 
t (~,~)lrn~~“‘*f!ll,~~S(y)d~d~ 
= 2’“- 3)/l for m odd, (2.9), 
Cm-*)/* _ 
(T* - 12)(m-3)/* t 
_ 2(m-4)/2 form even. (2.9), 
Proof. Making use of the substitution s = t*, S = T2, I, can be rewritten 
as 
z 
0 
= 2(m-5)/* 
I 
0' (s _ S)(m-3)/* ,j;m-3V2s-l/2 j 
,y, /Y) dads. 
s 
Integrating by parts (m - 3)/2 times, this becomes 
= 20-W* 
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We treat I, similarly; setting s = t2, S = T* and I = y2, 
1 
e 
= 2(m-4)/* j; (S - s)(~-~"' ,~"-""jy2,, $$. dy ds 
= 201t-4)/2 (@ T’! jos & j<. ;!$ dy ds. 
Interchanging the order of integration, we get 
Z e = 2(m-4)‘2 ((m -$2)! jy2<s f(y) (jyl (s _ Tts _ y2,) due 
The inner integral is easily transformed into the Beta function B(f, f) = 7c 
and hence 
1 
e 
= 2(m-4)/2 
F! hj f(u) dy. 
IYI < T 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
Setting (2.2) into (2.8) and making use of (2.4) and (2.9), we get 
It follows from (2.7) and the definition (1.5) of N(s; x, x0) that 
NV- a) ,< I(T) < N(T + a), 
which is equivalent with 
I(T-a),<N(T),<Z(T+a). 
(2.11) 
(2.11)’ 
In order to prove Theorem 2 we need an independent asymptotic 
evaluation of I(T). The main term is obtained by splitting off the mean value 
of U. Define 
m(t) = &j u(X, t) dx; 
F 
here (I;( is the volume of the fundamental domain F. Making use of Eq. (2.1), 
we see that for automorphic solutions of the wave equation 
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Thus m is a linear function: 
m(t) = at + b. (2.13) 
From (2.13) we see that 
b = + i F u(x, o) dx. 
For 01 small, the sum (2.4) has only a single nonzero term in F; so from (2.3) 
q(x, 0) = o,h(x), u(x, 0) = 0. (2.14) 
Setting this into (2.13)’ and using (2.6), we find that 
a=fqh(x)dx=~, 
PI IFI 
b = 0, 
and hence 
St. m(t) = ,F, 
Next we decompose u as 
u(x, t) = 2 t + v(x, t). 
Clearly v satisfies the wave equation 
vtt = Au, (2.17) 
and the mean value of v is zero for all t: 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
1 v(x, t) dx = 0. (2.17)’ F 
Note also that 
v(x, 0) = u(x, 0) = 0. (2.17)” 
We set (2.16) into expression (2.8) for Z and after a straightforward 
calculation we obtain 
z(T, a) = w, T” + V(x, r>, 
m IFI 
where 
v=?qx,q=c; I 
= (T’ - t2)‘“-3”2 tv(x, t) dt. 
0 
(2.19) 
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We shall estimate V with the aid of the following version of Sobolev’s 
inequality:* 
I W4l G c II VII&,2 I/ WA*+:,,,,, a.e., (2.20) 
where jl VII, denotes the H, norm of V over F. For automorphic functions V 
whose mean value is zero 
II us = 11~“‘*f% (2.21) 
where II )I denotes the L, norm over F. 
LEMMA 2.2. For m > 2, 
II VII (m+ ,,,* ,< O(Pm-“/2a-mi2), (2.22) 
/I VI/,,- ,),* < O(T’m~‘)‘2a(2-m)‘2). (2.22)’ 
Combining this with (2.20) and making use of the fact that V(x) is 
smooth, we obtain 
/ V(x)) < O(T(m-‘)~2a(‘-m)‘2). (2.23) 
Setting this into (2.18) we get 
I(T f a, a) =---E- myF, T”’ + O(T”-‘a) + O(T(mp’)‘2a(‘-“‘I’*). 
Combining this with (2.11)’ gives 
WI - e.& T” < ()(T”-‘a) + O(7-‘~/2a”-m’/*). (2.24) 
We now set 
a = T(l-“l)/(l+m, 
The resulting inequality is (1.6). This proves Theorem 2 for m > 2. 
The proof of Lemma 2.2 eventually splits up into four cases depending on 
the residue of m mod 4. We set 
m = 4q + r, r=-l,O, 1,2. (2.25) 
We begin deriving some identities. Applying d to (2.19), using Eq. (2.17) 
and integrating by parts gives 
‘In the original version of this paper we used a slightly different form of Sobolev’s 
inequality, which led to less precise results (see the case m = 2 discussed at the end of this 
section). We thank Haim Brezis, Louis Nirenberg and Jaak Peetre for suggesting the use of 
(2.20) in its stead. 
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.7 
AV= (T2-t2)‘“-3”2fAvdt= 
1 1 
T (T’ - t2)‘m-3”2 tv,, dt 
0 0 
= (T* _ t*)‘m-3’/* tv, 1; - i’ [&(T2 - t2)‘m-3”2 t]u,dt for m > 2 
= - j, [a,(T* - t2)+3)/21., dt 
-7 
for m > 3 
= -[a,(T* _ t*)(m-3)/* t]u 1,’ + jT [$(T* - t2)‘mp3”2 t]v dt for m > 4. 
0 
(2.26) 
Recall that v(0) = 0. Hence 
AV= \T [#(T’ - t2)(m-!)‘2 t]v dt for m > 5. (2.26)’ 
-0 
Applying A to (2.26)‘, using (2.17) and integrating by parts 
A’V= [a;(T’ - t2)‘m-3”2 t]v, 1; 
- fT [a:(T’ - t2)‘m-3”2 t]vl dt for m > 6. (2.26)” 
*o 
Notice that (T* - t2)‘m-3”2 t is odd in t so that any even number of differen- 
tiations will vanish at t = 0. Consequently 
A2V = -!f [a:(T’ - t2)‘m-3”2 tJu,dt for m > 7. (2.26)“’ 
After q applications of A the following expressions hold: 
~9y= [8;9-2(~2 _ t*)(‘-/* tlut )T 
-Ior [8;9-‘(T2 - t2)‘mp3”2 tjv,dt for r--l, 
=-h [&-1(T2 - t2)‘m-3”2 t]v,dt 
= -[a;“-‘(~2 _ t*)“‘-3’12 tlu IT 
+ 
i 
oT [a;q(T2 - t2)‘m-3”2 t]u dt 
= JOT [@‘(T2 - t2)‘m-3”2 tlv dt 
for r = 0, 
(2.27) 
for r= 1, 
for r = 2. 
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Next we derive some inequalities for the function u(x, t). 
LEMMA 2.3. The ineqality 
IlLlPu,II < O(a-*-‘*) 
holds for all t and 
-I<p<l when m > 4, 
-Q<p<l when m = 3 and 4. 
When m = 2, (2.28) holds for 0 < p < 1; whereas for -f < p < 0 
IlLlPu,II < O(a-*p-1 llogcr-P). 
The inequality 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.28)’ 
IlLlPuII ( O(a-*p+l-m’*) (2.30) 
holds for all t and 
-$<p<1 when m > 4, 
O<P,<l when m = 3 and 4, (2.3 1) 
f<P<l when m = 2. 
Proof. In the proof of this lemma we shall use the conservation of energy 
principle: For any automorphic solution w of the wave equation, the energy 
in F is conserved; that is, 
E(w) =,( (w; + w;) dx (2.32) 
F 
is independent of t. 
Since u is an automorphic solution of the wave equation with mean value 
zero, so is dpu. From the definition of energy and its independence of t, we 
deduce that 
IILlpu,J~* <E(&) = E(LPu(0)) = Ildpu,(o)~~*; (2.33) 
in the last step we have used the fact that u(0) = u(0) = 0. Inequality (2.33) 
shows that it suffices to prove (2.28) at t = 0. 
At t = 0 we know ut explicitly. Combining (2.5), (2.14) and (2.16), we see 
that in the fundamental domain F 
ul(x, 0) = a-“h,(x/a), 
vI(x, 0) = a-“h,(x/a) - const. 
(2.34) 
(2.34)’ 
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Consequently in F 
Iu,(x, 0)l ( const. a-m for 1x1 <a, 
(2.35) 
=o elsewhere in F. 
Since ut has mean value 0 and differs from u, only by a constant, we deduce 
that 
II ~,K9ll G II a911 = w -m’2>* (2.36) 
This gives inequality (2.28) for p= 0; (2.28) for p= 1 follows 
immediately from (2.34)’ by differentiation. To prove (2.28) for intermediate 
values between 0 and 1 we appeal to the following convexity principle: 
Let A be any nonnegative operator in Hilbert space and f any vector in its 
domain. Then for 0 < p < 1 
IIN-II G Ml-” II4Il”* (2.37) 
This is easily proved using Holder’s inequality on the spectral representation 
for A. 
Next consider negative values of p; we remark that the operator A -’ is 
defined on functions whose mean value is zero. Nevertheless it is convenient 
to introduce the invertible operator M: 
M=l-A. (2.38) 
Since 0 is an isolated point of the spectrum of A with constant as eigen- 
function, and since u, is obtained from u, by removing the constant 
component, it ‘follows that 
IIA -%II < c IIM-P~,lI < c IIM-P41. (2.39) 
Now M-’ is an integral operator whose kernel has a mild singularity 
along the diagonal; in fact the kernel is bounded by 
const. 
Ix- ylm-2 form > 2 and const. Ilog lx - yl I for m = 2. (2.40) 
M-* is obtained by composing M-’ with itself; an easy calculation shows 
that the kernel for M-* is bounded by 
const. 
Ix - yy4 
for m > 4. 
Using expression (2.34) for uI(x, 0), we deduce for 1x1 < a that 
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< 0(a4-m) for m > 4, 
(2.4 1) 
< O(a*-“*) for m > 2, 
(M-‘u,(O), (x) < 7 J IWX--YlI & 
lYl<cl 
< WIh al> for m = 2. 
According to (2.6) 
I , ut(x, O), dx = 0,. F 
Consequently 
II~%PI12 = P-zG% u,(O)) 
< cm. ,ya<xu IM-WY (4 Jjy Iu,(x, 0) dx 
< O(a4-m) for m > 4, 
(2.42) 
I(M-“*u,(0)IIZ = (M-‘u,(O), u,(O)) < O(azpm) for m = 3 and 4, 
IlM-“*@912 = (M-‘u,(O), u,(O)) < O(lh al> for m = 2. 
Finally, applying the convexity principle with A = Mm1 for m > 4 and A = 
M-l’* for m = 2, 3 and 4, we obtain inequalities (2.28) and (2.28)’ 
The proof of (2.30) is now an easy matter. Integration by parts, together 
with (2.32), gives 
,,A”*w,,* = (A”2 w, A”*w) = -(Aw, w) = 1, w: dx <E(w). 
Apply this to w = Ap-1~2v and we get 
IlApvI12 =IjA1’zAp-1’2v1(2 <E(Ap--‘*v). 
Inequality (2.33) then gives 
II Apv II Q IlAp- 1’2uLON 
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Thus (2.30) is a consequence of (2.28). This completes the proof of 
Lemma 2.3. 
We turn now to the proof of Lemma 2.2. We treat the four cases in (2.25) 
separately. 
Case (i): m = 4q - 1. To prove relation (2.22), we use (2.21) with s = 
(m + 1)/2: 
II VII (m+1),2 = IIA(m+1)'4VII = llAqvll. (2.43) 
Next we use formula (2.27) for AqV, with r = -1: 
APV= [a y(T2 _ py4-2 t u ] * y - joT [ay(T* - t2)2q-2 t] VI df. (2.44) 
Clearly 
and 
li?fqe2(T2 - t2)2q-2 fl < const. T2q-1 = const. T(“-‘)‘* 
lafqP1(T2 - t2)2q-2 tI < const. T(m-3)‘2. 
So we obtain from (2.44) the estimate 
IIAqVI/ < O(T(“-‘* Ilurll), 
which by (2.28), p = 0, is O(T(m-‘)‘2a-m’2). Combined with (2.43) this 
yields inequality (2.22) of Lemma 2.2. 
As for (2.22)‘, we see by (2.21) that 
II VII,,- I),2 = llA(m-1)‘4VII = llAq-“2Vll. 
We now apply A - “’ to (2.44) and, arguing as before, we get 
(2.43)’ 
ljAq-“2VII < 0(7+‘)‘* IIA-%,II) 
which by (2.28), p = -l/2, is O(T’m-‘)‘2a(2-m)‘2), Combined with (2.43)‘, 
this proves (2.22)‘. 
Case (ii): m = 4q + 1. By (2.21) 
II VII (m+1j,2 = ljA’m+‘)‘4VII = /lAq+1’2VJI. 
We now use formula (2.27), Y = 1: 
(2.45) 
AqV= -[@-‘(T* - [*)*9-1 t]u IT + jr [a;“(T* - t2)2q-’ t]u dr. (2.46) 
0 
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Applying A r/2 to (2.46) and arguing as before, we get 
/1Aq+“2VII < O(T(m-l)‘* IlA”‘vII), 
which by (2.30), p = 4, is O(T~m-‘~~2a-m~2). Combined with (2.45), this 
proves (2.22). 
To prove (2.22)‘, we again appeal to (2.21): 
II %n-1v2 = IIA(m-l)‘zVlj = )lAqVll. (2.45)’ 
Arguing as before we see from (2.46) that 
llAqvll Q O(~m-1)‘2 Ilvll), 
and using (2.30), p = 0, this is ~O(T(m-1)‘2a(2-m”2). Combining this with 
(2.45)’ we obtain (2.22)‘. 
Case (iii): m = 4q. In this case 
II VII (m+1)/2 = IIA (m+ 1)/4vII = IlAO+ 1/4Vlj, (2.47) 
We apply A1’4 to formula (2.27), r = 0: 
A9+‘/4V= - [@-1(T2 - t2)24--3/* t] wi df 
ZZ 5s w,+ w,, (2.48) 
where w = Ali4v; here S is some parameter 0 < S < T to be specified later. 
We shall estimate W, and W, separately. 
In the case of W,, we integrate by parts, obtaining 
WI = -[@4-‘(Z-2 - f2)29-3/2 t]w Is -1’ [cY;“(T’ - t2)2q-3’2 t]w dt. 
0 
Now [a:p-‘(T2 - t ) 2 2q-3’2 t] can be expanded as a sum of terms of the kind 
[@(T- t)2q-3/2] . [@--(T+ t)24-3/* t], O<k<2q- 1. 
The largest terms comes from k = 2q - 1 for which a suitable bound is 
const. T2q-“2(T - t)-‘12. Likewise 
Ic?:~(T’ - t2)2q-3’2 tl ,< const. T2q-‘/2(T- t)-3’2. 
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Using these bounds, an easy calculation shows that 
I/ W,II < O(T(m-1)‘2(T-S)--1’2)IjA”4u~/. 
Applying (2.30) with p = d and setting 
T-S=a, 
we obtain 
I( w, I/ < O(T+ ‘)‘*a--m’*)* 
(2.49) 
We estimate W, directly, using (2.28) with p = 4: 
[I W,j[ < 0 (T’m-1”2) ([A 1’4~tjl -1 (T- t)-1’2 dl) 
= O(pn-Wa -(l+m)/*)(T- ql/2), 
which by (2.47) is O(T(m-‘)‘2a-m’2). This proves (2.22). 
To prove (2.22)‘, we write 
II %?- I),2 = IId (rn-l)/4VI(=I(dq--1/4V/I. 
We apply A - 1’4 to (2.27), r = 0, obtaining an expression for A4-“4V similar 
to (2.48) with w = A-li4u on the right. To this expression for A’9-1”4 V we 
apply the same argument as above. This time we use (2.30) and (2.28) with 
p = -f. The resulting estimates for 11 W, (I and I( W, 11 yield (2.22)‘. 
Case (iv): m = 4q + 2. By (2.21) 
II VII (m+11/2 = IId (m+1)/4VIj = jlA4+3/4v/l 
and 
II Vll~rn--1~,2 = l(d(m-‘)‘4VII= (IAq+1’4VII. 
We therefore apply A”, s = i and $, to (2.27), r = 2: 
@+sV= i o= [$“(T’ - f*)*q-“* t] A”u & 
s 
I 1 
T 
= + E w, + w,. (2.50) 
0 S 
We now rewrite W,. Using the fact that u satisfies the wave equation and 
performing an integration by parts, we get 
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W, = 
B 
: [@(T2 - t2)24-1’2 cl As-’ Au dt 
= 
s 
: [afq(T2 - t2)*-* t] As-’ vtt dl 
= [@4(T2 - t2)29-‘/* t] AS-1 v, 1s 
_ [#q+‘(T* - t2)29-1/2 t] AS-’ v, df, (2.51) 
Estimating as before, using (2.28) with p = -d when s = i and p = -: when 
s = $, and choosing S according to (2.49), we obtain for m > 6 
11 w, 1) < O(T+l%-*‘*) when s= i, 
(I W,II < O(T(m-1%-m’*) when s=a. 
Making use of (2.30) with p = s, s = i and a, we obtain directly identical 
estimates for II W,II. Combining all of the above inequalities we can verify 
(2.22) and (2.22)’ for all values of m E 2 (mod 4) which are >2. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2 and thereby proves Theorem 2, 
except in the case of m = 2. To treat m = 2 we use a different form of 
Sobolev’s inequality: 
I Vx>l G C(E) II~llm/2+2Er E > 0, (2.52) 
where the constant c satisfies 
C(E) = O(& 1’2). (2.52)' 
By (2.21) 
II vlI1+zc = I/A”2+E~II. (2.53) 
This leads us again to (2.50) with q = 0 and s = 1 + E. We proceed as above, 
using (2.28)’ with p = -f + E to estimate IIW, I/ and (2.30) with p = 4 + F to 
estimate I( W,l(. This gives 
jl W,I\ < O(T”‘(T- S)-‘I* aezE llog al”*-‘), 
I( W*(l < O(Tl’Z(T- S)“2 a-‘-*“). 
Combining these estimates with (2.52) and (2.53), we get 
7.112 a-2F 
I V(x)1 < const. - - 
a112 lloga1”* 
a &‘I* l/2 (T- S)l” 
(2.54) 
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In this case the optional choice for S is 
T- S = a llog cz]“‘. 
With E = 1 log a 1 -I, (2.54) becomes 
I V(x)1 < const. -,‘:;I I log a 13’4. 
Setting this into (2.18) we get 
2 
I(Tfa,a)= ::I - + O(Ta) + O(T1’2a-“2 [log a13’“). 
Combining this with (2.11)’ gives 
nT2 
N(T)-- < O(Ta) + O(T1’2a-“2 llog al”‘“). 
Finally, choosing a = TP1’3(log 7)“’ yields 
2 
N(T) - 3 < O(T2’3(log T)“‘). (2.55) 
Relation (2.55) is inequality (1.6)’ and with this we conclude the proof of 
Theorem 2 in its entirety. 
3. THE ENERGY FORM FOR AUTOMORPHIC DATA 
In the rest of this paper we study the distribution of lattice points in a non- 
Euclidean setting, using methods analogous to those of the previous section. 
For purposes of exposition we shall limit our considerations in this and the 
next section to three space dimensions; however, the results hold and the 
methods of proof work for real hyperbolic spaces of any dimension. 
The model IH, we shall use consists of points (x,, x2, y}, y > 0, with the 
Riemannian metric 
ds2 = dx: + dx: + dy2 
Y2 . 
(3.1) 
The isometries for IH, can be described by means of the 2 X 2 complex- 
valued matrices 
where ad-bc= 1 (3.2) 
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in the following fashion: To each point (x,, x2, y) of IH, we assign a 
quaternion w with three components 
w=x, +x*i+ yj, 
where i* = j2 = -1 and ij = -ji. Every isometry of IH, can then be written as 
5w = (aw + b)(cw + d)- l* (3.3) 
The invariant volume element is 
dw = dx, dx, dy 
Y3 
; (3.4) 
the invariant Dirichlet integral can be written as 
1 y2 l&12 dw; 
and the invariant Laplace-Beltrami operator is 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Automorphic functions are defined by means of a discrete subgroup r of 
the isometries by the property 
uw> = u(w) (3.7) 
for all y in r. Such a function is uniquely determined by its values in a 
fundamental domain: F = iH,/lY We shall limit our considerations to 
subgroups for which the fundamental domains satisfy the finite geometric 
property. This means that F may be chosen as a polyhedron with a finite 
number of sides. On the other hand F may have either finite or infinite 
volume. 
The fundamental domain F can be regarded as a Riemannian manifold; if 
r contains elliptic motions, F is a manifold with a finite number of singular 
geodesics; these are the fixed points of the elliptic motions in r. This 
manifold can be described by a finite number of conformal charts. We divide 
the charts for such a manifold into three categories: 
(1) Interior charts mapped onto the ball: dist(w, (0, 0, 1)) < 1 or, if 
they correspond to points on the fixed geodesic of an elliptic motion, onto a 
sector of the ball: tan-’ x2/x, < 2z/n, n an integer 22. 
(2) Regular charts at infinity mapped onto the half-ball: {xi + x: + 
yz < 1, y > 0} or, if they correspond to a fixed point at infinity of an elliptic 
motion, onto a sector of the half-ball: tan-’ x,/x, < 2n/n, n an integer >2. 
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(3) Charts of neighborhoods of points /I at co which are fixed points. 
The shape of the fundamental domain near /I depends on the structure of the 
subgroup r, leaving /I fixed. If r, is generated by a single parabolic motion, 
the chart is mapped onto the portion of the slab: (-l/2 < x2 < l/2} . (or the 
half-slab: {-l/2 < x2 < l/2, x1 > 0}) exterior to the sphere {x: + xi + 
y2 = I} in the upper half-plane. For a doubly parabolic point the chart is 
mapped onto the portion of a prism with vertical generators lying above 
y = a. Such a prism may have as cross section a parallelogram, a triangle or 
a hexagon. 
Since all charts are conformal, where two charts overlap the mapping 
from one to the other can be realized by a fractional linear transformation of 
the kind described in (3.3). 
We shall treat the lattice point problem in non-Euclidean space by means 
of the wave equation 
u,,=Lu=L,u+u. (3.8) 
With the zero order term u included on the right, the solutions satisfy 
Huygens’ Principle. We denote the initial conditions: 
by the data pair f = {f,, f2}. 0 ne can either suppose that the automorphic 
wave acts on automorphic data defined on all of IH,, or on data defined on 
the fundamental domain F with suitably periodic boundary conditions or 
simply on data defined on F considered as a manifold. We shall take the 
latter point of view in what follows. 
We need a suitable Hilbert space framework for our analysis. Our starting 
point is the energy form for (3.8), that is, 
-u d = -(Lf, 3 8,) + (f2 f & (3.9) 
Here (u, v) denotes the L,(F) inner product. It is easy to see that E is 
constant in time for solutions of the wave equation. For f, g in C?(F) an 
integration by parts brings (3.9) into a more symmetric form: 
E(f, d = J (Y’ % &, - fi 8, + fi &> div. 
F 
(3.10) 
As such E is obviously locally indefinite and it will be shown by examples in 
Section 6 to be globally indefinite for some F. 
We now construct a related locally definite form 
G=E+K (3.11) 
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which differs from E by a form K which will be shown to be compact with 
respect o G. As we shall prove, all such G forms are equivalent. Our Hilbert 
space S? is then obtained as the completion with respect o G of C?(F) data. 
The following calculations involve only C;(F) data. 
We first choose a finite Cm(F) partition of unity for F subordinate to 
charts of F, by F we mean F plus the points at infinity with the Euclidean 
topology of the charts. We denote these functions by ((uj}, (qj) and { vj} 
according to whether they are supported on interior, regular infinite and 
parabolic charts, respectively. We require that the support of each of the o’s 
and I$S overlap with that of at least pne of the w’s. We also require that the 
U’S, cp’s and t$s be nonnegative, that their supports have connected interiors 
and that the I,u’s be identically one near the parabolic fixed points. 
Clearly, the indefiniteness of E occurs only in the first component; the 
contribution of the second component is positive definite. Therefore in what 
follows up to Theorem 3.4, we shall restrict our attention to data whose 
second component is zero. This being the case, we can omit the subscript 1 
and let f stand for the first component. 
We now set 
E?‘(f) = j mj(Y’ WI’ - If I’) dw (3.12), 
with similar expressions for ET and ET. We also set 
and we define 
K;(f) = 2 
I 
wj If 1’ dw (3.13) 
Gydf)=EY(f) +Ky(f)=j mj(Y’ ITI’+ Ifl’)dw. (3.14) 
Clearly Gj” is 20. 
Next we use the local chart coordinates to bring E” and E” into a more 
convenient, but no longer invariant, form. We begin by writing 
An integration by parts gives 
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Combining the above and inserting the resulting expression into E’-@ we get 
2 
dw -q(f), (3.1% 
where 
q(f) = 1 (q&)Y lfl’ dw (3.1% 
in each of these formulas the integration is over the corresponding chart. We 
also define 
2 
G;(f) = E;(f) + K;(f) = f cpiy4 dw. (3.17), 
Finally we define 
K=~KKj”+~Kj’+~K; (3.18) 
and 
G=E+K=~GG,“+~Gj”+~G$ (3.19) 
It is evident from (3.14) and (3.17),,, that G is a locally positive form. We 
need an estimate on the local L, norm of the data: 
LEMMA 3.1. For any compact set S in F there is a positive constant es 
such that 
I IA’ dw < cs WI 
(3.20) s 
Proof. The following is an easy variant of the Poincare inequality: 
Let D be a connected omain in R3, whose closure is compact, and D, a 
nonempty subdomain of D. Then there exist constants a and b depending 
only on D and D, such that for every smooth function g defined on D 
(3.21) 
Using this fact, we now show that for 6 small enough there is a constant 
cg such that or every ball B, radius 6 and center a point of S, 
(3.22) 
Since S is compact, it can be covered by a finite number of balls B, of this 
kind; so (3.20) is a consequence of (3.22). 
As a preliminary step we enlarge S to ensure that, while still compact, it 
has the following additional properties: 
(i) S is connected, 
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(ii) S contains 
functions wj. 
We then choose 6 
an interior point in the support of one of the 
so small that in each ball B, at least one of the 
functions wj, oj or vj is >K > 0. This is possible since 
Cwj+~~j+~~j=l 
is a finite partition of unity and since each of these functions is uniformly 
continuous on the compact set S. By property (ii), for 6 small enough, there 
is at least one ball Bg on which wj > K. It follows then from (3.14) that for 
this ball (3.22) holds with cg = l/~. 
Next let B, be a ball in which, say, oj 2 K. It follows then from (3.17), 
that 
where 
(3.24) 
and Y = min y in B,. Suppose B, intersects another ball B;i for which (3.22) 
holds. Applying (3.21) with D = B,, D, = B, n B; we conclude, using 
(3.23), that (3.22) holds for B, as well, possibly with a larger constant cg. 
Since S is connected, each ball B, can be linked by a finite chain of balls to 
Bi. This proves (3.22) and thereby Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let S be any compact subset of F; then 
I If I2 dw 
(3.25) s 
is compact with respect to G(f ). 
Proof. As before, it suffices to prove this for S = B,. This follows from 
inequalities (3.20) and (3.23), by means of the Rellich compactness criterion. 
The following is the basic result of this section: 
THEOREM 3.3. Let K and G be the quadratic forms defined in (3.18), 
(3.19). Then 
(i) K is compact with respect to G, 
(ii) E is bounded with respect to G. 
Proof. Since G = E + K, (ii) follows from (i). To prove (i) we show that 
each term in the sum K is compact. We note that all terms KT, and each Kj’ 
associated with a multiple parabolic point is of the form (3.25) and therefore 
compact by Lemma 3.2. 
To show the compactness of the remaining KY and of the Kj” we break 
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each up into two parts, depending on a parameter a: In the first part the y 
integration is extended over y > a, in the second over y < a. By Lemma 3.2, 
the first part is compact; to complete the proof of Theorem 3.3 we shall show 
that the second part, K,, satisfies 
K,(f) < E, WI (3.26) 
where a, tends to zero as a tends to 0. 
It follows from (3.16),,, that K, is bounded by a sum of quadratic forms 
(3.27) 
the integrals being confined to the support of aq and aw. 
Let b denote any positive number >a; 
Let S, denote a tube of the form 
1x1 -x:1* + Ix* -x:1* < 6, O<y<a. 
Integrating (3.28) over S, gives 
!’ I 
f(w) 
so Y 
where Do is the b 
Jb,Y /8, ($) 12dx,dX2dY 
+ 2a fk,xz,b) * 
b 
dx, d.x, dy, 
base of the tube S,. Integrating this with respect o b from b . . 
to 2b and divide by 6; we get 
where 
I 
a 
E=2 
0 
log ; dy. 
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Suppose that o > c > 0 on S,,; then using (3.17), we see that the first 
quadratic form on the right in (3.29) is bounded by 
~G”Cf). (3*31), 
By (3.20), the second term on the right in (3.29) is bounded by 
u const. G(f). (3.3 112 
The sum of these two is <s,G(f), where E, tends to 0 as u tends to 0. 
Since we are dealing with a finite partition of unity there is a c > 0 such 
that in a neighborhood of any nonparabolic point at infinity at least one v, or 
w is greater than c. It may of course happen that the calculation (3.29) has 
to be made in one coordinate system in which the a, or w is greater than c 
and then transformed into another overlapping coordinate system. The 
change of coordinates is accomplished by means of a fractional linear 
mapping 
w’ = r(w) = (aw + b)(cw + d) -I, 
where ad - bc = 1 and w = -d/c is not in the overlap. Thus the Jacobian of 
the map is well behaved on S, and since y’ = y / cw + dl-* we see that for w 
in S, 
1 
ay < Y’ < 7 Y, 
for some a > 0. Thus for any tube SL contained in r(S,) we obtain from 
(3.29) 
dx; dx; dy’ < C 
Since the infinite boundary of F, excluding a neighborhood of the parabolic 
points where the v’s are identically 1, can be covered by a finite set of such 
tubes, it follows that K restricted to y < a in the charts tends to zero as 
u + 0, uniformly for all data f of G-norm <l. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 3.3. 
Remark. It is clear from the proof of Theorem 3.3 that the assertion also 
holds if we replace K by E, defined by 
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where i?,? = Kj” but 
(3.16): 
The equivalence of two G forms obtained by different partitions of unity 
follows from the following general result: 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that G, and G, are positive forms on a Hilbert 
space 4 complete with respect to G,. If G, is continuous with respect to G, 
and K, = G, - G, is compact with respect to G,, then G, and G, are 
equivalent forms on ;U; . 
Proof. It follows from the hypothesis of the theorem that there is a 
compact selfadjoint operator T associated with K, defined as 
K,(.L 8) = G,(?‘L g>. (3.32) 
We claim that all of the eigenvalues of T are less than 1. For if 
Tf = K 
then by (3.32) 
Gdf I= (1 -A) G,(f 1. 
Since G,,(f) > 0 by assumption, it follows that A < 1. Since T is compact its 
eigenvalues can accumulate only at 0. Denote by ,X the largest of these. As 
shown above I < 1 and since 
K,(f I< =,(f > 
we see that G,,(f) = G,(f) - K,(f) > (1 -A) G,(f). Since G, is assumed to 
be continuous with respect o G,. This proves the equivalence of G, and G,. 
We will say that a positive form G’ is admissible relative to the energy 
form E if E is continuous with respect o G’ and if K’ = G’ - E is compact 
with respect o G’. Let 2’ denote the completion of C?(F) data in the G’- 
norm. It follows from Theorem 3.3 that G defined as above is an admissible 
form. We now show that two different partitions of unity result in equivalent 
forms. 
COROLLARY 3.5. If G and G’ are both admissible relative to E, then the 
corresponding Hilbert spaces 2@ and Z’ are the same and G and G’ are 
equivalent. 
ProoJ Define a third form G, as 
G, = )(G + G’) 
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and let & denote the completion of C?(F) data with respect to G, . 
Obviously & is contained in 2nX’ and both G and G’ are continuous 
with respect to G,. Also since K and K’ are compact with respect to G and 
G’, respectively, they are a fortiori compact with respect to G,. Finally we 
note that 
G, = E + (K + K’)/2 = G + (K’ - K)/2 
and hence that K, = G, - G is compact with respect to G,. It then follows 
by Theorem 3.4 that 4 =X and that G and G, are equivalent on q. 
Likewise & = P and G and G’ are equivalent on Hi. We conclude that 
3 = 2@’ and that G and G’ are equivalent. 
THEOREM 3.6. There is a space of finite codimension on which E is 
positive. 
Proof: Since K is compact with respect to G, there is a subspace of X of 
finite codimension on which 
IK(f )I G fG(f 1. 
On this subspace 
E(f)=G(f)-K(f)~1G(f). (3.33) 
THEOREM 3.1. If E is positive on a closed subspace g%p” of R, then E 
and G are equivalent on H”. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.4. 
In Appendix 6 we give examples of subgroups for which E is positive, 
nonnegative and indefinite. 
Remark. The following result is occasionally useful: Let t9 be a smooth 
function, uniformly bounded with uniformly bounded first derivatives, which 
is constant in a neighborhood of each parabolic point. Then multiplication 
by 0 maps ZG into itself. This can be proved by using the same techniques 
as those employed in the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
4. AUTOMORPHIC SOLUTIONS OF THE NON-EUCLIDEAN WAVE EQUATION 
The non-Euclidean wave equation 
utt = Lu (4.1) 
was defined in Eq. (3.8). Recall that 
L=L,+I, (4.2) 
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where L, denotes the Laplace-Beltrami operator. We are interested in the 
automorphic solutions of (4.1). To construct such solutions we solve the 
initial value problem 
for w in all of non-Euclidean 3-space IH, and for initial dataf = {f, , fi } that 
are automorphic with respect to some given discrete subgroup r. Since L is 
invariant under r and since solutions of (4.1) are uniquely determined by 
their initial data (4.3), it follows that for z in r 
u%(w, t) = u(w, t); 
here u~(w, t) = U(S-‘w, t). 
Now the initial value problem (4.1), (4.3) with CF(IH,) initial data can be 
solved by standard methods from the theory of hyperbolic equations; alter- 
nately one can write an explicit formula expressing the solution U(W, t) as an 
integral off, and f2 (see Section 7 for such formulas). The solutions thus 
constructed are C” functions of w and t which, because of finite speed of 
propagation, are of compact support in w for each t. 
To construct a solution to the initial value problem with Cm(lH3) 
automorphic data, one makes use of a locally finite C” partition of unity: 
C pi = 1. Solving for u~(w, t) with Cr(IH,) data fi = vi& the automorphic 
solution is then 
u(w, t)=x Ui(W, t);
because of finite speed of propagation this sum has only a finite number of 
nonzero terms on any compact subset of IH, x R. It is clear that if we start 
with automorphic data in C?(F), then the solution will be C” with compact 
support in F at each fixed t. As already observed in Section 3, energy is 
conserved, that is, 
-w(t)) =-w, u> + (q, UJ (4.4) 
is independent of t; here u(t) on the left stands for the data {u, u,} at time t 
and ( , ) denotes the L, scalar product on F. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let u(w, t) be any C”O automorphic solution of (4.1), of 
compact support in Ffor each t. There is a constant c, independent of u, such 
that for all solutions of this kind 
G(u(t)) < e”“G(u(0)). (4.5) 
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Proof. By definition (3.19) G = E + K. Therefore 
(4.6) 
since, as remarked above, E(u(t)) is independent of t. We shall make use of 
the following description of K. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The quadratic form K, defined in Section 3, can be 
written as 
where 
K(u) = j k(w) lu(w>l’ dw, 
F 
(4.7) 
(i) k(w) is bounded, 
(ii) k(w) tends to 0 as w tends to 0~). 
Proof: Recall that k = K” + K’ + K*, where K”, K” and K* are defined 
as in (3.13) and (3.16),,,. Each term is of the form (4.7) and since w E 1 
near the parabolic points at co, we conclude that each of these satisfies (i) 
and (ii). Therefore so does their sum. 
We note that k(w) need not be positive. Because of this we introduce still 
another form 
Z?(u) = j I k(w)1 lu(w)l’ dw. 
F 
(4.7j- 
According to the remark following the proof of Theorem 3.3 
k(u) < K(u) < const. G(u). 
From (4.7) and the Schwarz inequality 
-$ K(u(t)) = 2 Re 1 ku ziI dw 
F 
< I F (k* 14’ + l~,l’> dw 
G lklmx iZ(u(t>) + j luJ* dw, 
F 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
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where Lax denotes the maximum of [k(w)1 on F. Recall that G = G” + 
G” + G”; by definitions (3.14) and (3.17),,, of G”, G” and GO, we conclude 
that 
i b,l’dw < G(W). F 
Combining this with (4.6), (4.8) and (4.9) we see that 
$ G(u(t)) < const. G(u(t)), 
from which (4.5) follows by Gronwall’s inequality. 
The Hilbert space Z was defined as the completion in the G-norm of all 
C,“(F) data. It follows from (4.5) that the operator U(t), mapping C?(F) 
initial data into C?(F) data at time t, is bounded in the G-norm. Therefore 
we can, by continuity, extend the operator U(t) to all data in the Hilbert 
space P, we denote the so extended operator also by U(t). For the extended 
operator, E(U(t)f) is again indepedent oft. 
The exponential increase indicated by inequality (4.5) is absent when E is 
positive definite. For in that case Theorem 3.7 implies that E and G are 
equivalent forms and as noted above E(u(t)) is constant in t. On the other 
hand when E takes on negative values, the G-form will grow at an 
exponential rate due, as we shall show, to the existence of solutions of the 
form 
u(w, t) = e*A’p(w), !I > 0. 
Setting (4.10) into (4.11) shows that o satisfies 
(4.10) 
Lq = A+!l 
and that the initial data for the solution (4.10) are 
(4.11) 
The second component of data in 2 belongs to L,(F); since A > 0, it follows 
that a, above belongs to L,(F). Thus exponentially increasing (or decreasing) 
solutions of the kind (4.10) correspond to the positive point eigenvalues of L 
in L,(F). 
We are thus led to study L as a selfadjoint operator on L,(F); for 
definiteness we will denote this operator by L’. For this purpose it is 
convenient o introduce the Sobolev space defined by means of the norm 
liull~ = [iF (y’ laul* + IC’ ,ul’)dw]“* 
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for fixed K > 0. Let X’ denote the completion of C?(F) with respect o this 
norm. 2’ is obviously independent of K > 0. Note that X’ is contained in 
the set of first components of Z and that 
Ilull: =E’(u) + (K2 + 1) 11~112, 
where E’(u) abbreviates the energy of {u, 0). 
In terms of Z’ we set 
(4.12)’ 
D(L’) = [u ER’; Lu E L2(F) in the weak sense]. (4.13) 
THEOREM 4.3. L’ is a selfadjoint operator on L,(F). 
Proof. Since D(L’) contains C:(F), it is clear that D(L’) is dense in 
L,(F). Further for u in D(L’) and 19 in C:(F) we can write 
(L’u, 0) = (u, L8) = - ( (y’ au as- ue> dw, 
as in (3.10). Let v be any function in 2’; taking a sequence of 19,‘s in C?(F) 
converging to v in Z’, we deduce from the above identity that 
-(L’u, v) + (K2 + l)(u, v) = (u, v), . (4.14) 
It follows from this that L’ is closed; for if u, in D(L’) converges to u and 
L’u, converges to g, both in the L,(F) norm, then we see from (4.14) that u,, 
converges weakly in the 2’ sense. This proves that u belongs to ,Z” and 
obviously L’u = g in the weak sense. Moreover if u also belongs to D(L’), 
then it follows from the symmetry of the right side of (4.14) that (L’u, u) = 
(u, L’v), that is, that L’ is symmetric. 
It therefore suffices to show that the range of k -L’ is dense in L,(F) for 
some 3, > 1. Clearly 
According to the Riesz representation theorem there is a u in X’ satisfying 
the relation 
for all u in Z’. In particular for u in CF(fl we can integrate by parts and 
write this as 
(If, (K2 + l)u - L’u) = ($5 u), 
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from which it follows that L’u exists in the weak sense. Thus u belongs to 
D(L’) and 
(K’ + I)u - L’u = g. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
Remark. If {e,} c C?(F) converges to u in Z’, then it is clear from 
(3.10) and (4.7) that the data {0,, 0) converge to {u, 0) in the G norm. 
Consequently {u, 0) belongs to the Hilbert space of data R. Moreover for u 
in D(L’), it is clear from (4.12)’ and (4.14) that 
E( (u, O}) = -(L/u, 24). (4.15) 
THEOREM 4.4. The positive spectrum of L’ is finite dimensional; it has 
at least one positive eigenvalue l# E takes on negative values in ZY. 
Proof. It is clear from (4.15) that if L’ has a positive eigenvalue, then E 
takes on negative values in R. Conversely, suppose that E takes on negative 
values in Z. According to Theorem 3.6, E is positive definite in a subspace 
of SF of finite codimension. If the positive spectrum of L ’ were infinite 
dimensional then, since D(L’) CR’ and since &“’ is contained in the first 
component space of Z, it would follow that E would be negative on an 
infinite dimensional subspace of R, contrary to the assertion of 
Theorem 3.6. Hence the positive spectrum of L’ is finite dimensional and 
thus pure point spectrum. 
Denote the positive eigenvalues of L’, in decreasing order by A;, 
j = l,..., N, and the corresponding eigenfunctions by vi. Then we conclude 
from Theorem 4.4 that 
COROLLARY 4.5. If f belongs to 2’ and is L,-orthogonal to {I+?~, j= 
l,..., N}, then E’(f) > 0. 
Remark. It also follows from Theorem 3.6 that the null space of L’ is 
finite dimensional. 
LEMMA 4.6. 1, = 1 if and on& if IFI < 00. 
Proof: It is clear from (4.14) and (4.12) that for u in D(L’) 
((u - L’u), u) = 
I 
F y* /au /* dw > 0. (4.16) 
Hence in any case 
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so that A, < 1. Now for IFI < co, cp = const. is clearly an eigenfunction with 
eigenvalue 1. Conversely suppose that A, = 1; then it follows from (4.16) that 
I y* pql,I’dw=O F 
and hence that vi = const. In order to be in L,(F) and nontrivial we see that 
IFI < co. This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
We now restrict attention to initial data in 2 whose first component lies 
in L,(F) and hence in Z”. These form a subspace & of A? which is not 
closed in the G-norm. We denote by 4 that subspace of & whose first and 
second components are both L,(F)-orthogonal to all of the eigenfunctions 
{oj, j = l,..., N) of L’ with positive eigenvalues. 
THEOREM 4.7. (i) The operators U(t) map &; onto itself; 
(ii) U(t) maps & onto itself; 
(iii) Let u(w, t) be an automorphic solution of the wave equation (4.1) 
whose initial data belong to &. Then 
II mll < II WI1 + tw4. (4.17) 
Proof. (i) It is clear from (3.14) and (3.17),,, that 
II 4’ G G(u). (4.18) 
We now differentiate, using the Schwarz inequality and (4.18): 
from which we obtain 
-$ II Wll Q @‘*MO). 
Integrating with respect o t and using (4.5) gives 
II Qt)ll < II 4O)ll + 1; G”*(W) ds 
< )I u(O)11 +-!- eC”‘G1’*(u, (0)). c (4.19) 
This proves part (i). 
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(ii) Suppose next that u(w, t) is a C?(F) solution of (4.1); its initial 
data belong to & =Z’ x L,(F). Projecting the initial data into & results 
in the solution 
u(w, t) = u(w, t) - c ajcpieaJt -c bj pje-‘jt, 
aj = f [tUtOh Vj) + tUttO) Pjl/Lj19 
bj = f I(u(O), VjJ - CUttO), PjJ/Jjl* 
To show that o(t) remains in & we consider the function 
4) = (409 vh 
(4.20) 
(4.20)’ 
where u, is any one of the eigenfunctions of L’ with positive eigenvalue. 
Differentiating and using (4. l), the symmetry of L’ and (4.1 l), we get 
c,, = (Utt, p) = (L’b v) = (v, L’p) 
= P(u, tp) = A2c. 
Since {u(O), v,(O)} belong to 6, it follows that c(0) = 0 = c,(O). Since c(t) 
satisfies a second order ordinary differential equation we conclude that 
c(t) = 0 (and c,(t) = 0) for all C; in other words, v(t) belongs to 4 for all t. 
To obtain assertion (ii) for arbitrary initial data in X2, we approximate 
these data in the R’ x L,(F) metric by C:(F) data. Projecting the C:(F) 
data into 4 as above, we see that the projected solutions remain in 4 and 
converge to the solution of the given initial data. 
(iii) The proof in this case is essentially the same as that of part (i), 
except that we exploit the fact that according to Corollary 4.5 energy is 
nonnegative for data in &. Consequently (4.18) can be replaced by 
We use part (ii) which assures us that {U(C), z+(t)} remains in 3 for all t; 
unlike G(u(t)), which grows exponentially, E(u(t)) remains constant. The 
resulting inequality, replacing (4.19), is (4.17). This complete the proof of 
Theorem 4.7. 
When F is of finite volume, 1 is an eigenvalue with eigenfunction ~1 and 
multiplicity one. L’ may have further positive eigenvalues all (1 but finite in 
number. In addition L’ can have negative eigenvalues interspersed with its 
continuous spectrum (see [9]). We now show that when F is of infinite 
volume, L’ has no nonpositive eigenvalues. A similar result was obtained by 
Patterson [ 111 in the two dimensional case when r is a nonelementary 
subgroup of SL(2, R) of the second kind. A Euclidean analogue of this result 
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involving only a partial neighborhood of infinity has recently been proved by 
Littman [lo]. 
THEOREM 4.8. If u is a solution of 
in a connected domain in IH 3 containing a regular neighborhood of a point at 
03 and if u is square integrable in this neighborhood, then u E 0. In 
particular L’ has no nonpositive eigenvalues. 
ProoJ One can map the half-ball {x: + xi + y2 < 1, y > O} of a regular 
neighborhood at co into the half-space {x2 > 0, y > 0) by an isometry. In 
this half-space we introduce cylindrical coordinates: 
x=x1, P=dzTz t9= tan-’ y/x2. (4.21) 
It is convenient o make a change of scale for 9: 
I 
ni2 de 
S= 
* sin; 
(4.21’) 
here s is arclength along circular arcs centered on the x-axis. In terms of 
these coordinates the half-space is {x E I?; p, s > 0) and the relation 
L’u = -p2u becomes 
p2 sech’ s ZJ:U + aiu + a, 
1 
p2 sech2 s 
(4.22) 
Finally we make a change in the dependent variable: 
u = (sech s)v 
in terms of which (4.22) becomes 
3,2v+ p2 sech2 s (8:~ + 8:~) = -,u2v. (4.22)' 
The invariant L, integral transforms as 
I u2dw= v2T 1 dx dp ds . P 
We now take the non-Euclidean Fourier transform in the {x,p} plane (see 
Helgason [4]): 
Q, b, 3) = $1 e(1/2-i*)((x,p),b)v(x, p, s) 7; (4.24) 
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here b corresponds to a point on the x-axis with x coordinate b and 
({x,P},b)=log ’ +b2 
(x-b)2+p2P’ 
There is a Plancherel theorem relating v and v’: 
where dm = 21 tanh &(db/( 1 + b*)) M and the range of integration 
(4.25) 
of the 
right member of (4.25) is (0 < L, b E R}. It follows from (4.23) and (4.25) 
that v”@, b, s) belongs to L,(iR+) in s for almost all A, b. 
The action of the Laplace-Beltrami operator ~‘(3; + 8:) on the Fourier 
transform is multiplication by -(A’ + l/4). It follows from (4.22)’ that v’ 
satisfies (at least in the weak sense) the ordinary differential equation 
z- 
f$+ [,u*-(-j+3L2)sech2s]fl=0, a.e. in A, b. (4.26) 
Since sech s decays exponentially at infinity, a perturbation argument 
shows when ,u > 0 that t?(s) behaves like 
aeiVs + be-h 
for large s. Consequently ( 1 r?(s)l’ d s is either 0 or infinite. We proved above 
that this integral is finite and hence 0 for almost all A, b. It follows that 
u(x, p, s) and hence u(w) vanishes almost everywhere in this neighborhood of 
co. 
When ,U = 0 we argue somewhat differently. In this case if l/ u’(s)l’ ds < co 
one can easily show that (4.26) is equivalent o the integral equation 
C(s) = jm (i + A*)(s’ - s) sech’ s’d(s’) ds’. 
s 
(4.27) 
A change of variables: 
r = e-‘, P(r) = r-“2i?(log l/r) 
transforms (4.27) into a regular Volterra integral operator equation on 
L,(O, 1): 
p(r) = (1 + 41’)lr JTlog f (1 +rL,2)2 p(rl) dr’, 
0 
(4.27)’ 
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form which it follows that the only solution is the trivial one. So again v and 
hence u vanishes in this neighborhood of infinity. 
Finally making use of unique continuation for the elliptic operator L, it 
follows that if u vanishes in a neighborhood of co and if u satisfies 
Lu = -,u’u, then u vanishes throughout its domain of definition. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 4.8. It should be noted that Theorem 4.8 is 
valid in any number of dimensions. 
5. THE DENSITY OF ORBITS FOR A 
DISCRETE GROUP IN NON-EUCLIDEAN SPACE 
Let r be a discrete group of motions of the m-dimensional hyperbolic 
space with the fmite geometric property. In this case, as we have shown in 
Section 4, the modified Laplace-Beltrami operator L has only a finite 
number N of positive eigenvalues and L is nonpositive on the L,-orthogonal 
complement of these eigenfunctions ‘pj: 
(0, Lu) < 0 if (v,qj)=O for j=l,2 ,..., N. (5.1) 
In the proof of Theorem 5.1 we assume that the set of positive eigenvalues is 
nonempty; we denote them by if,..., Ai, arranged in decreasing order. We 
choose each lj to be positive and set A = max A,. 
Note that when the fundamental domain F has finite volume \FI, then 
cpl E IF\ --I” is in L,(F) and is an eigenfunction with eigenvalue 
((m - 1)/2)‘. A ccording to Lemma 4.6, 1’ = ((m - 1)/2)* is the largest 
eigenvalue when IFI < co and when (FI = 03, A* < ((m - 1)/2)*. 
Since r is discrete, the orbits {rw}of any point w of IH, tend to infinity. 
The rate at which they tend to co is measured by the counting number N 
defined as: 
N(T; w, wJ = #Ir; dist(w,, tw) < r]. (5.2) 
It turns out that the asymptotic behavior of N for large T is governed by 
the positive eigenvalues of L’ and the corresponding eigenfunctions, 
normalized as usual by 
1 
F I#+(* dw = 1. (5.3) 
THEOREM 5.1. Define Z = Z(T; w, w,,) by 
L(+5L!p~ 
pj- l)! 
2J;; 
, cpj(w) pj(wo) e”m-“‘2+A~‘T; 
(S + (m - 1)/z). 
(5.4) 
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summed over the lj > [(m - l)/(m + I)],%. Then as T-1 co 
IN(T) - C(T)1 < O(T3’(m+‘) 
for m = 2. 
Our proof foHows the Euclidean analogue, with a few changes where 
necessary. In this case we employ the non-Euclidean wave equation 
u,, = Lu. (5.6) 
This equation has, in analogy with (2.2), solutions of the form (see 
Section 7) 
u(w, t) = c, 
for m odd, (5*7), 
u(w, t) = c, 
(&at)‘m-2”2 jd(w,N,.)<l \/cos;jj:)osh d dw” 
for m even, (5.7), 
where 
c, = fi 
2’“-““((m - 2)/2)! 
for m odd 
1 
= 2’“-‘)l*((m - 2)/2)! 
for m even. 
(5.7)’ 
The initial values of u are 
u(w, 0) = 0, u,(w 0) = o,f(w), where o, = 2nm12 
I 
m-2, 
- . 
2 (5.8) 
If f is an automorphic function of w, so is u(w, t). In this case we write f 
in the form 
f (w> = ,ly h’(w)9 
where as usual 
h’(w) = h(r-‘w). (5.10) 
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We shall study the integral 
Z(T) = CL jOr (cash T- cash t)‘m-3)‘2 sinh t u(w, t) dt, (5.11) 
where 
” = 
2’“-“‘*((m - 2)/2)! 
&((m - 3)/2)! 
for all m. (5.11)’ 
LEMMA 5.2. The following identities hold: 
On-3)/2 
Z, = ’ (cash T - cash t)‘m-3”2 sinh t 
1 
X- sinh t I 
f(w) da dt 
d(w,w,,)=l 
m-3, 
= - . d(w,wo)<Tf(w) dw 
2 I 
for m odd, (5% 
(m-*)/2 
Z, = 
I 
T (cash T - cash t)‘m-3”2 sinh t 
0 
X 
I 
f(w) dw dt 
d(w,w,)<t cash t - cash d 
= q ! “;;I,,, wo)<Tf(w) dw for m even. (5~2)~ 
Proof. We introduce the following change of variables: 
r=cosh t-l, R = cash T-l, p=coshd-1. (5.13) 
The expression for I, becomes 
1, = (R _ ,.)(m-W* @t-W* ((r* + 2r)-“* j 
p=r 
f(w)du) dr. 
Integrating by parts (m - 3)/2 times yields 
m-3, R z, = - j (r* + 2r)-“* j 2 ‘0 p=r f(w) do dr = 7 ! !,,,,,,,,,f(~) dw. 
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Likewise 
Interchanging the order of integration, we get 
‘e = (b T’! jp<Rf(W) ([ 
dr 
\/(R - r)(r - p) 
) dw 
= ((m - 3)/2)! fi jdcw,wo~<Tfw dw. 
Setting (5.7) into (5.11) and making use of (5.9) and (5.12) gives 
Io=jd(~~,)<Tf(w’)dw’=Cj h’(w’) dw’. 
dfw, w’)<T 
Using (5.10) and introducing z = r -‘w’ as new variable of integration, we 
get 
Wl=c I,, L W)<TWdz+ (5.14) 
r 9 
We now choose the function h so that it satisfies the analogues of (2.5) 
and (2.6): 
(a) 
(b) 
cc> 
j h(w) dw = 1, 
h(w) > 0, 
h(w) = 0 if d(w, wo) > a. 
(5.14)’ 
It follows from these requirements that 
I h(z) dz = 1 if d(zw,, w) < T-a d(Tz.w)<T (5.15) 
=o if d(rw,,w)> T+a 
and that the value of the integral lies between 0 and 1 otherwise. It follows 
from this, (5.2) and (5.14) that 
N(T-a)<I(T)<N(T+a) (5.16) 
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or, equivalently, 
I(T- a) <N(T) & I(T+ a). (5.17) 
In terms of local coordinates z, where z = 0 corresponds to wO, we shall 
set 
(5.18) 
where 
l)no amc(a) = 1. (5.18)’ 
Here h, is a C” function satisfying (5.14)(b) and (c), normalized so as to 
satisfy (5.14)‘(a) in the limit as a -+ 0. 
Following the Euclidean case we now try to obtain an asymptotic 
evaluation of I(T) by splitting off those components of u that correspond to 
the positive eigenvalues of L. That is, we write u as 
u(w, t) = 5 ( ai&* + bje-‘jf) qj(w) + U(W, t), (5.19) 
1 
where the coefficients aj, bj are chosen so that the initial data for u are 
orthogonal to the pj, j = l,..., N. Since by (5.8), u(w, 0) = 0 the formulas are 
bj = -aj, (5.20) 
u,(O) being given by (5.8) and (5.9). If W, is not an elliptic point, then the 
sum (5.9) contains only one nonzero term in F. Using (5.8) and the 
normalization (5.14)‘, we deduce that 
aj = 2 qj(Wo) + O(a). 
I 
(5.21) 
A moment’s reflection (or rather rotation) shows that (5.21) is valid at 
elliptic points as well. Substituting (5.20) and (5.21) into (5.19) gives 
u(w, t) = % 1 T p,(w) pj(w,) + O(aeA1’) + u(w, t). (5.22) 
Note that u(w, t) is a solution of the wave equation and according to 
Theorem 4.7 both u and v1 remain orthogonal to the qj for all t. 
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In order to estimate r(7) we set (5.22) into expression (5.11). This 
requires that we evaluate terms of the type 
.i 
r (cash T - cash t)‘m-3”z sinh f eAt dt; 
0 
making the change of variables (5.13), this becomes 
2’ 
I 
: (R - r)(m-3)‘2 rA (1 + 0 (;)) dr 
=R(-l)/*tA2A 
i 
I(1 -q(m-3)/2 fp + O(R(m-3)/2tdL) 
((m - 3)/2)! A! 
= 2(m-l),2((m _ 1),2 + n)! e”“-“‘2+A)T t O(e(cm-3)/2+A)T). 
Taking the value of CL (see (5.11)‘) into account, we have 
I(T, a) = C(T) + O(ae(cm-1”2tA3)T) f O(e(c”-3)‘ZtA)T) + V, 
where C(T) is defined by (5.4) and 
I’= v(T, a) = jr (cash T - cash t)‘m-3”2 sinh t U(W, t) dt. 
0 
In order to estimate I’(w) we use Sobolev’s inequality: 
l~(w)/G ~(wd!$2+,~ F > 0, 
where 
C(E) = 0 -$ ( ) . 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
(5.25) 
(5.25)’ 
A convenient way of defining the local Sobolev norm is as follows: Let M 
denote some positive definite second order elliptic operator defined in a 
neighborhood of w, and x a CF cutoff function, that is x = 1 in some smaller 
neighborhood of w. Then we set 
and define 
Mo = XMX (5.26) 
11 Vll;’ = ([M;‘*VJ(. (5.26)’ 
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Next we define the operator M as 
m-l M=k2-L, k>-. 
2 
(5.27) 
LEMMA 5.3. For 0 <s <m, 
IIM~VI( < const. (JM”V(I. (5.28) 
The quantity IIW’* VII can be thought of as a global Sobolev norm. 
Combining (5.28) with (5.25) and (5.26) we get 
I V(w)1 < C(E) J(Mm’4+vII. (5.29) 
For the proof of Lemma 5.3 we use the following theorem of Heinz (see 
Satz 3 on p. 426 of [3]), which is itself a generalization of a theorem of 
Loewner :
THEOREM (Heinz). Let A,, and A be two selfadjoint operators, both >O, 
such that D(A) c D(A,) and 
II4 fll G IPfII (5.30) 
for all f in D(A). Then for all p, 0 < p < 1, 
IIAifll G IIA”fll~ (5.3 1) 
In order to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that A = Mm and 
A,, = M,” satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem. Now M” is a 2mth order 
elliptic operator, positive definite when k > (m - 1)/2. By elliptic theory 
llfll~~ < const. IW”fll. (5.32) 
On the other hand, since A4: = ~Mx)~ is a 2mth order differential operator 
whose coefficients have compact support, it follows that 
IIWDII G const. IlflK. (5.33) 
Inequality (5.30) follows from (5.32), (5.33), after resealing M, if necessary. 
By elliptic theory every function in the domain of Mm has locally L, 
derivatives of order <2m. Since the coefficients of Mr have compact 
support, every such function is in D(M,“). This shows that Heinz’s theorem 
is applicable and completes the proof of Lemma 5.3. 
LEMMA 5.4. For m > 2 
(5.34) 
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Putting this estimate into (5.25) and setting E = 1 log a 1 -I, we obtain 
Substituting this into (5.23), we get 
Z(T f a, a) = Z(T) + O(ae((m-“‘2+3’T) 
+ O(e ((+3)/2+l)T)+ 0 ~~(rn-l)T/Z /Fm;':;'). 
It now follows from (5.17) that 
IN(T) -Z(T)/ < O(ae”“-“‘2+A’T) 
+ O(e W-W~+A)T) + 0 
i 
Te(m-1)T/2 bf@,ij;22 ). (5.35) 
An optimal choice for a is 
a = T3’(m+‘) exp[-UT/(m + l)]. 
In this case the first and last terms on the right in (5.35) are 
O(T3”” + ” exd(m - l)(f + V(m + l))Tl, (5.36) 
whereas the middle term is of lower order since I < (m - 1)/2. The error 
estimate (5.36) is the one stated in Theorem 5.1 when m > 2. 
The proof of Lemma 5.4 will occupy much of the remainder of this 
section. As in the Euclidean case, we begin by writing 
m=4q+r, r=-l,O, lor2. (5.37) 
Noting from (5.27) that 
(5.38) 
we see that 
IIM m’4+vq <2 l(AP+~Ljv(I, r=-l,O, 1,2. (5.39) 
j=O 
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In order to estimate the right hand side of (5.39) we proceed as in the 
Euclidean case, applying L to (5.24) q times, using the fact that u satisfies 
the wave equation and integrating by parts. In analogy with (2.27) we now 
obtain the relations 
L9V= [8f9-*(cosh T- cash t)‘m-3”2 sinh t] UI]’ 
- 0T [a?-‘(cash T- cash t)tm-3”2 sinh t] u, dr 
I 
for r= -I, 
= - 
I 
0T [8:9-1(cosh T-cash c)‘~-~“* sinh t] v,dt for r = 0, 
(5.40) 
= - [&9-‘(cash T - cash t)(m-3)/2 sinh t] v IT 
+ T,;9[(cosh T- cash t)“‘-3”2 
I 
sinh t] v dt for r= 1, 
0 
= oT [8f9(cosh T- cash t)‘m-3”2 sinh t] v dt 
I 
for r = 2. 
Applying M r’4tc to both sides of (5.40) and employing the notation 
M r/4+c v = 2, (5.41) 
the resulting relations for M r/4+sLqV are the same as (5.40) with v and v, on 
the right side replaced by z and z,, respectively. In order to estimate 
)1Mr/4+rL9VII we need estimates for (Jz]] and ]]zl]] for all t. 
LEMMA 5.5. The following inequalities hold for all 1: 
I)M”v,II < O(a-2P-m’2) (5.42) 
when 
-f<p<l for m>3, 
O<P<l for m=2; 
and in the case m = 2 
JIMpv,II < O(a-2P-1 ]loga]-p) 
Likewise 
when -f<p<O. (5.42)’ 
when 
(IMpv(I < (1 + It]) O(a-2P+1-m’2) (5.43) 
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O<P<l for m>3, 
f<P<l for m = 2. 
Furthermore 
IIMPUII < (1 + Itl) O(a-Q-m’2) 
when-f<p~Oform>3;andinthecasem=2 
(5.43)’ 
IIM”ull<(l +Itl)O(a-2p-’ llogal-P) when -&p<O. (5.43)” 
Proof. Recall that u satisfies the wave equation and together with V, is 
L,-orthogonal to the co,, j= l,..., N. Since Mp commutes with the wave 
operator, z = Mpv will also have these properties. We now make use of the 
fact that the energy of solutions is preserved in time, energy being defined as 
E(z) = -(Lz, z) + l/ztl/2. (5.44) 
Recall also that E(z) is nonnegative when z and z1 are orthogonal to the oj 
(see Corollary 4.5). Further since u(w,O) = 0 by (5.8), so are v(w, 0) and 
z(w, 0). It follows from this, (5.44) and the invariance of E that 
11 A4Put(t)l12 < E(M%(t)) = E(M%(O)) = 11 Mpu,(O)I(*. (5.45) 
Thus it suffices to prove (5.42) only at t = 0. 
A bound for z(t) is obtained from Theorem 4.7(iii), which asserts that 
IIz(t)ll G (1 + ltl>~““(4m (5.46) 
This relation together with (5.45) shows that 
ll~pwl G (1 + ItI) II~“~,(0>ll. (5.46)’ 
Thus (5.43)’ and (5.43)” are immediate consequences of (5.42) and (5.42)‘. 
Moreover using (5.27), (5.44), (5.45) and (5.46) we can write 
llz(t)l12 = (MM- 1’2z(t), W”‘Z(C)) 
= k* IIM- “*z(t)112 - (LM- 1’2z(t), M- “2z(t)) 
< k2( 1 + I cl)’ E(M-“*z(t)) + E(M-“‘z(t)) 
< const.( 1 + 1 t I)’ jl M- 1/2~,(0)1/ *. 
Replacing z by Mpu, we see that (5.43) also is a consequence of (5.42). 
It remains to prove (5.42). We note first of all that since I%P’u and MPu, 
are L,-orthogonal to the ‘pi and differ from MPu and MPu, only by linear 
combinations of the oj, we have 
lIMP~ll G lIMP41 and IIMPu,lI 6 lIMP%ll* (5.47) 
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Now 
) u,(w, 0)l < const. a -m for d(w, WJ < a, 
=o elsewhere in F. 
(5.48) 
Making use of (5.47) and (5.48), we see that 
II ~t(Oll G II 69l1 = (?a -9. (5.49) 
Using (5.47) and the fact that M is a second order differential operator, we 
conclude that 
II~~,P)II < II~aoIl < wa-2-m’2). (5.50) 
Inequalities (5.49) and (5.50) establish (5.42) for p= 0 and p = 1; as in 
Lemma 2.3, we can now use the convexity principle to verify (5.42) for the 
in-between values of p. 
To treat negative values of p, we estimate I(M-1’2v,ll. According to (5.47) 
lpf-“2u,))2 < p- “2u,I12 = (MPU,, u,). (5.5 1) 
We now require an estimate on the operator M-i: 
LEMMA 5.6. For k > (m - 1)/2, M-’ is an integral operator whose 
kernel G has a singularity bounded by 
for m > 2, 
(5.52) 
const. Ilog d(w, wJ for m = 2. 
Proof: Considering M as an operator on the whole space, i.e., r= id, we 
show in Lemma 7.2 that the kernel G, is bounded by 
const. exp[-((m - I)/2 + k) d(w, w,)] 
d(w, wJ~-~ 
for m > 2, 
IGdw wo>l < (5.53) 
const. [log d(w, w,J exp - [ (y+k) d(w,w,)] 
for m = 2. 
The kernel of M-i over F is now obtained by summing over the group: 
G(w, w,,) = c G,(r-‘w, w,). (5.54) 
r 
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To prove the convergence of this sum we need a crude estimate on the 
distribution of orbital points: 
LEMMA 5.7. 
N(T; w, wo) ,< O(e(~m-“‘2+A’T). (5.55) 
Proof We denote by fl(T, w, wJ the average of N over the ball of, say, 
unit radius centered at w: 
N(T; w, wo) = -&J N(t; w’, wo) dw’. 
d(w’.w)< 1 
(5.56) 
Clearly if d(w’, w) < 1 then 
N(T- 1; w, WJ < N(T; w’, WJ 
and so 
N( T - 1; w, wO) < fV( T; w, w,). (5.57) 
Taking a = 1 in (5.17) and integrating over the unit ball about w, we get 
lii(r; w, wo) < f( T + 1; w, w,). (5.58) 
Using (5.23) we deduce that 
f(T, w, wo) < O(e((m-1)‘2+‘)T) + V. 
By the Schwarz inequality 
) VI < const. I( VII 
and from (5.24) 
(5.59) 
1) VI/ ,< i’ (cash T- cash t)‘m-3”2 sinh t l/u(t)ll dt 
0 
(5.60) 
< const. 
I 
T 
e(m-‘)f’2 11 v(t)JJ df. 
0 
Now (5.46) holds with z replaced by v; inserting this estimate into (5.60) 
gives 
1 VI < const. )I VII < O(Te”‘- 1)T’2). 
Combining this with (5.59), (5.58) and (5.57) gives (5.55), as asserted in 
Lemma 5.7. 
We can now prove the convergence of (5.54). Using the bound on Go 
given by (5.55) we have 
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rtid 
c IG,(r-‘w, w,)l< const. C exp 
r#id 
[-(y+k)d(r-lw,Wo)] 
= const. rrn e- (cm-l)P+k)s &Q) 
JO 
= const. (v+k)le -((m-lv2tk)sjqS)& 
It follows from (5.55) that this integral converges for k > (m - 1)/2 > A. If 
we include the identity term in the sum we get the bound (5.52), as required 
by Lemma 5.6. 
The proof of (5.42) for p = -4 now follows from relation (5.5 1) and the 
bound (5.52) exactly as in (2.41). The in-between values -f < p < 0 can 
again be obtained from the convexity principle. This concludes the proof of 
Lemma 5.5. 
We are now in a position to complete the proof of Lemma 5.4. The four 
cases described in (5.37) will be treated in turn. 
Case (i): m = 4q - 1. According to (5.39) we require estimates on 
IW 1’4tsLjVII for 0 < j < q. By (5.40), with j in place of q on the left side, 
we have 
M-1’4ttLjV= [a:‘-2(cosh T-cash t)29-2 sinh t] zI Ir 
- 
I 
o’ [a:jP’(cosh T- cash t)29-2 sinh t] z, dr, 
j = l)...) q, 
where z = M-1/4+Ev. Now 
]$(cosh T-cash t)29-2 sinh t] 
Zq-2-k 
< const. 2] e(29-2-/)Te(/+llf 
I=0 
(5.62) 
and it follows that for 1 < j < q 
IIM- */4+~LjV(I < const. etCrnP 1)‘2)T sup ]]z,(t)]]. 
Using (5.42) with p = -d + E, we get 
IIM 1/4+rLjv(I <cons.* Te((m-l)T/2/a(m-1)/2+2~. (5.63) 
We also need an estimate for 
MP “4+rV= cash t)‘m-3”2 (sinh t)z dr. 
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Here we use estimate (5.43)’ with p = -4 + E to obtain 
IIM.‘WE ]] < jOr (cash T - cash t)‘m-3”2(sinh t)t dt 
x O(a (I-ml/Z-2e >* 
An integration by parts gives 
1 ’ (cash T - cash t)‘m-3)‘2(sinh t)t dt 0 
= --&,, (cash T-cash t)(m-‘)‘2 dt 
0 
(5.64) 
(5.65) 
and this is obviously O(Texp((m - l)T/2)). Inserting inequalities (5.63), 
(5.64) and (5.65) into (5.39), we get the desired estimate (5.34). 
Case (ii): m =4q + 1. We now need estimates on ]IM-‘14+‘LjV]] for 
0 < j < q. According to (5.40) 
M 1’4teLjV= -[a:j-‘(cash T- cash t)2q-‘sinh t]z ]r 
+ 
I 
7‘ [a:‘(cosh T- cash f)2q-1 sinh t]z dt, j = l,..., q, 
0 
where z = M’14 f ‘v. Consequently 
IIM 114+c~jV]] < ]a?-‘(cash T-cash t)2q-1 sinh tlT Ilz(T)ll 
]a:j(cosh T - cash f)2q-’ sinh f I II z(f)11 df. (5.66) 
Using the estimates (5.43) with p = $ + E and (5.62), we again get for 1 < 
j < q the bound 
IIM l/4+fLjvII < const, Te(m-1)T/2/a(m-1)/2t2c. 
The case j = 0 is handled as before (see (5.65)) as is the deduction of (5.34) 
from these estimates. 
Case (iii): m = 4q. According to (5.40) we must now consider 
Wr M’LjV 
= - j: [ a:j-‘(cash T - cash f)2q-3’2 sinh f] zt df, j = l,..., q, (5.67) 
where z = M’v. As in the Euclidean analogue, we split W into two terms: 
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w=- T,a:jl 
!’ 0 
(cash T - cash t)2q-3’2 sinh t] z, dt 
S 
= 
i .c 
T 
+ = w, + w,. 
0 S 
(5.68) 
Integrating W, by parts, we get 
W, = -[a?-‘(cash T-cash t)2q-3’2 sinh t]z Js 
+ 
i 
os [a:j(cosh T - cash t)2q-3/2 sinh t]z dt. 
We estimate W, for j = q; the same estimate holds also for 1 < j < q. The 
first term on the right is bounded by 
20 
const. (co& T” cash S)lj2 ilz(s)ll’ 
The integrand in the second term is bounded by 
const. e2qT 
sinh t 
(cash T- cash t)3’2 “z(t)“* 
Making use of estimate (5.43) with p = E, we see that 
Te mT/2 
'I w1 II ' const* (cosh T _ cash s) 1/2 
1 
a(m-2)/2+2r . (5.69) 
We treat W, as in the Euclidean case: 
/I W,ll <jT la:‘-‘(cash T-cash t)2q-3’2 sinh t/ dt sup ~~zJ. 
s 
The integrands are bounded for 1 < j < q by 
const. e(2q-1)T sinh t 
(cash T - cash t)“’ ’ 
from which it follows by (5.42) with p = E that 
I( W, /( < const. e’“-2’T’2(cosh T - cash S)l/’ 
1 
am/2+2E * (5.70) 
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The case j = 0 is handled as before. Using (5.65) together with (5.42) we 
get 
llM’Vll < const. Te(m-‘)r’2 1 
a(m-2)/2+2r * (5.71) 
Substituting (5.69) (5.70) and (5.71) into (5.39) gives 
IIM m’4+rVII (5.72) 
< const. Te(m-“T’2 ac,,-:,,2+2r 
3Pa I/* 
’ (cash T - cash S)“’ + CL 
112 
+ e- 
T,2 (cash T - cash S)“* 
a I/* I* 
Note that the middle term in the bracket is less than the first term if we 
choose S so that 
eeT(cosh T - cash S) = a. 
The resulting inequality is (5.34). 
Case (iv): m = 4q + 2. From (5.40) we get for all j < q 
W = M”*+‘LjV = 
I 
0T [@(cash T - cash t)2q-“2 sinh t]z dt 
where z = Ml/*+’ v. We begin by applying L to W,, using Lz = zt, and 
integrating the resulting expression by parts: 
L W, = 
I 
: [a:j(cosh T- cash t)2q-‘/2 sinh t] ztl dt 
= [a:j(cosh T- cash t)2q-‘/2 sinh t] zI Is 
- 
I 
: [@+‘(cosh T- cash t)2q-1/2 sinh t] z1 dt. 
The worst case (j = q) bounds are 
l@q(cosh T - cash t)2q-‘/2 sinh tl 
< const. eczqt l’T/(cosh T - cash t)“‘, 
la:q+l(cosh T-cash t)2q-1/2 sinh tl 
(5.73) 
sinh t 
G const’ e(2q+ ‘jT (cosh T _ cos,, t)3’2 ’ 
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Applying M-’ to (5.73) and making use of these bounds and (5.42) with p = 
-+ + 6, we get 
IIM-‘LW,I( Q const. emr’*(cosh T-cash S)-‘I* sup ]]M-‘z,]], 
= const. em’/* (cash T - cash S) - “* 
1 
a(m-2)/2t2c . (5.74) 
Next we apply M-’ to W, ; estimating as before we get 
IIM-‘W,ll <j: ]@(cosh T-cosht)2q-1’2 sinht]]]M-‘z]l dt. 
Using the bounds 
]L$j[(cosh T- cash t)24-“2 sinh t]] < const. e2qT 
sinh t 
(cash T - cash t)“* ’ 
and (5.43)’ with p = -3 + E, we get for m > 6 
JIM-’ W,II < Te’m-2’T’2(cosh T- cash S)“* o,,,‘,,,,,, . (5.75) 
Combining (5.74) and (5.75), we see that 
/l~,lI=(I~~-‘~,II~~*II~-‘~,I/+II~-’~~,I/ (5.76) 
< const. e”‘-1’T’2(Te-T’2(cosh T - cash S)“* 
+ e”*(cosh T-cash S)-I’*) o,,Pt’,2t2r for m>6; 
if m = 2 the last factor is to be replaced by ] log a ] “* a -2E. 
Similarly 
II W,ll G j: e2qT 
sinh t 
(cosh T- co&, t)‘l* I’ z(t)ll dt* (5.77) 
Using (5.43) with p = f + E, we see that 
/I W,(I < const. Te’“-*‘*‘*(cash T - cash S)“* 
1 
m/*t*t * (5.78) a 
Substituting (5.76) and (5.78) into (5.39) gives for m > 6 
IIMm/4+tVII < const. Te((m-1)/2)T acm-!j,2t2r (5.79) 
e(‘/2)Ta1/2 
’ (cash T- cash S)“* + e- 
(,,2,T (cash T- cash S)“* 
al/2 I. 
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This is the same as (5.72) and the rest of the argument proceeds as in part 
(iii). This completes the proof of Lemma 5.4. 
If m = 2, we have, instead of (5.79), 
IIM ‘I2 +’ VII < const. ~+‘l’)~ --& a 
’ 
($V2)Ta1/2 /log all/2 
(cash T- cash S)1’2 + Te- 
(,,2)T (cash T- cash S)“* 
a1/2 I* 
In this case the optimal choice for S is 
Te-‘(cash T - cash S) = a I log a I’/‘. 
Inserting this into (5.80) and applying the Sobolev inequality (5.29) with E = 
llog al-l, we get 
I V(w)1 ,< const. T1’2e”‘2’T 
llog a13’4 
a1/2 * 
Setting this into (5.23) we get 
Z(T, a) = z(T) + O(ae(“2+n)T) + 0 T”2e’1’2’T 
We now set 
a = T5/6e-(2a/3)T 
and obtain for our error estimate 
N(T) -X(T) < O(TS’6e”‘2+A’3’T). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
By making use of the Sobolev inequality (2.20) instead of (5.25) and 
following more closely the analysis of Section 2, we can improve somewhat 
the error estimate in Theorem 5.1. Unfortunately this does not enable us to 
eliminate the power of T in (5.5); all that this accomplishes is to reduce it 
from 3/(m + 1) to 2/(m + 1). 
Theorem 5.1 holds only if L’ has positive eigenvalues. According to 
Theorem 4.4 this is equivalent with the energy form being indefinite onR. If 
this condition is not met, we have 
THEOREM 5.8. Suppose that E > 0; then 
iV(T, w, wo) = O(Te’m-“7/2). (5.81) 
The proof of this theorem is based on a series of lemmas. We denote by 3 
the null set of E: 
3 = [“t-E z E(f) = 01. (5.82) 
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Since E 2 0, 3 is a linear subspace of 27 We define 2 as the quotient 
space: 
GP=OP (mod 3). (5.83) 
Denote the infinitesimal generator of U by A. It is clear from our 
construction of the solution group in Section 4 that C?(F) is contained in 
D(A) and that for {u,(t), n,(t)} = U(t)f, f~ C?(F), we have 
AWf= a,{%(t), dt>l = {fdf)* L%(t)}* 
The relation a,u, = u2 extends upon completion to all data in 2, at least in 
the weak sense. In particular for f in D(A), we see that 
WI, = a,%P> = 40) =.A. (5.84) 
Further it follows from the invariance of E(U(t)f) that A is skewsymmetric 
with respect o E. Hence for f in D(A) and g in C?(F) we have 
E(Af, 8) = -E(f, 4). 
Setting g = {0, p} E C?(F) this becomes 
([Afl,,P)=-(.c~Lv))* 
The relations (5.84) and (5.84)’ show that A is a restriction of 
(5.84)’ 
A,= (5.85) 
where L is to be taken in the weak sense. Actually A = A,, but we do not 
need this fact. The null space of A, that is, N(A), consists of all f in the 
domain of A such that Lfl = 0 and f, = 0. 
LEMMA 5.9. 3 = N(A). 
Proof. 3 is finite dimensional by Theorem 3.6 and, by conservation of 
energy, U(t) maps 3 into itself. It follows that 3 is contained in D(A). 
Further for z in R and f in CT(F), we have by (5.39) 
-%f)=-(z,~Lfl,)+ (ZZYf2). (5.86) 
For z in 3, E(z, f) = 0 and since this holds for all f in C,“(F) we conclude 
that Lz, = 0 and z2 = 0; that is, z belongs to N(A). Conversely if z lies in 
N(A), then (5.86) implies that E(z, f) = 0 for a dense subset of Z and hence 
that z belongs to 3. 
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LEMMA 5.10. (i) 2 is a Hilbert space under the energy norm; 
(ii) U(t) defines a unitary group on #; 
(iii) U(t) has no point spectrum over 2. 
Proof. Since 3 is finite dimensional, it is a closed subspace of 2. 
Clearly if fi and f2 lie in the same coset j? of A?+‘, then E(f,) = E(f2); we 
define E(f) as this common value. Denoting the G-orthogonal complement 
of 3 by A?‘, we can represent each $ in A? by the element of H” belonging 
to j: and the mapping 
is unitary with respect o the E-norm. Clearly 3” is a closed subspace of Z 
and E is positive on 3”. It therefore follows by Theorem 3.7 that E and G 
are equivalent norms on A?‘. Consequently ZY” is complete in the E-norm 
and, since r is unitary, so is 2. This proves part (i) of the lemma. 
Since 3 is invariant under the action of U, it follows that U(t) is well 
defined on 2 and obviously unitary. This proves part (ii). 
We have assumed that E > 0 on Z. It therefore follows from Theorem 4.4 
that L’ has no positive eigenvalues. Consequently F must have infinite 
volume since otherwise the constant function would be an eigenfunction of 
L’ with positive eigenvalue ((m - 1)/2)*. By the finite geometric property, F 
has only a finite number of sides and hence the boundary of F must contain 
an open neighborhood of B. It therefore follows by Theorem 4.8 that L’ has 
no point spectrum. 
Suppose that U(t) over A? had an eigenvector: U(t)f= eiufj Then for any 
f in f, this can be rewritten as 
U(t)f= e’“‘f+ z(t) (5.87) 
for some z(t) in 3. The linear space of the coset z is obviously invariant 
under the action of U and since this subspace is finite dimensional it belongs 
to D(A). We can therefore differentiate (5.87) to obtain 
Af=iof+z 
for some z in 3. 
Since U is unitary on A?, o will be real. Suppose first that o # 0 and set 
g = f + z/is. Then Ag = iug and by (5.85) 
g2 = iug, and Lg, = iog,. 
Thus g, lies in L,(F), hence in D(L’) by (4.13), and L’g, = -a*g,. Since L’ 
has no point spectrum, we conclude that g = 0 and therefore that f belongs 
to 3; so that 3 = 0. If 0 = 0, then Af = z and hence A’f = 0. This means that 
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LfI = 0 = Lf2. Since f2 is square integrable, L’f2 = 0 and hence by 
Theorem 4.8 f, = 0. Consequently f belongs to N(A) = 3 and f= 0. This 
proves that U has no point spectrum over 2!? and completes the proof of 
Lemma 5.10. 
LEMMA 5.11. If E > 0 then for any solution u in F of the wave equation 
whose initial data belong to 2T, 
(5.88) 
where II- IL, is the L,-norm over the unit ball B, centered at w. 
Proof. Assume first that the initial data for u are smooth with compact 
support. In this case the data {L’u, L’u,} will belong to 2’ for all t. By the 
conservation of energy and the nonnegativity of E, it follows that both 
IbM and IIL%II are uniformly bounded in t. Making use of elliptic 
estimates and the Rellich compactness criterion, we see that the functions 
{u&); -co < s < co ] form a compact set in L,(B,). It follows that for any 
E > 0 there is a finite dimensional subspace .!Z of L2(B1) such that for all s 
lI~,wl;, G IIws)ll;, + c*; (5.89) 
here R denotes the orthogonal projection of L,(B,) onto 2. Take any 
orthogonal basis in 2: g, ,..., g,; then (5.89) can be rewritten as 
II wll;, < $ I(%(S>~ gjLI, I2 + E2. (5.89)’ 
Setting gj = 0 outside of B, we can rewrite (5.89)’ as 
II ut(s>lli, G $ I(“t(s)~ gj)l* + ‘*. (5.89)” 
Next let P(A) be the spectral resolution for the unitary group U on 2: 
U(t) = 1 e”\’ dP(A). 
Then for any f and g in 2+’ 
E(U(s)f, g) = 1 eid’ dE(P(n)f, g>. (5.90) 
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According to Lemma 5.lO(iii), U has no point spectrum over 2 so it follows 
that 
dm = dW’(~)L g) 
is a measure without any point mass. According to a classical result of 
Wiener the Fourier transform of such a measure tends to zero in the mean: 
!im, f Cf 1 fi(s)[’ ds = 0. 
0 
(5.9 1) 
We see by (5.90) that in our case g(s) = E(U(s)f, g) and we deduce from 
(5.91) that 
,““, f/i IE(U(s)S, g)j2 ds = 0. (5.92) 
Taking f to be the initial data of u and g to be the data {O, gj}, it follows 
from (5.92) that 
Applying this to (5.89)” we conclude that 
7 
hm Lj’ 11 u,(s)/\;, ds < E’. 
I-too t 0 
Using the inequality 
we deduce from (5.92)” that 
lim L 1’ 1) ut(s)IIB, ds < E + $. 
t-too t 0 
(5.92)’ 
(5.92)” 
Since E is arbitrary, this proves (5.88) for u with C?(F) initial data. 
To prove (5.88) for u with arbitrary initial data f in 3, we approximate f 
by C?(F) data: f(“) +f in the G-norm. It is clear that 
E(U(s)j-- U(s)f’“‘) = E(f-f’“‘) -+ 0; 
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and setting U(s)f’“’ = (u(“)( s , u)“)(s)} we see in particular that for n large ) 
enough 
II a) - 4”Ys)ll < E (5.93) 
for all s. Since (5.88) holds for u(@, it follows from (5.93) that it also holds 
for u. This complete the proof of Lemma 5.11. 
COROLLARY 5.12. 
!i”, f II 4011e, =0. (5.94) -+ 
Proof: We use the formula 
u(t) = u(O) + 1; z+(s) ds 
to estimate u. This gives 
Using (5.88) to estimate the right side of this inequality, we deduce (5.94). 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 5.8; we proceed along the lines of the 
proof of Lemma 5.7. We denote by u the solution (5.7) of the wave equation, 
with f as in (5.9), h as in (5.14)’ and CL = 1. We denote by I(T) the quantity 
defined in (5.11): 
I(w, T) = c:, 
i 
’ (cash T - cash t)‘m-3”2 sinh t u(w, t) dt. 
0 
We denote by U and f the mean values of u and I over the ball B,. 
Combining (5.57) and (5.58) we get 
N(T - 2) < I(T) = CL JOT (cash T - cash t)‘m-3”2 sinh t zi(t) dt. (5.95) 
By the Schwarz inequality we have 
IW < (V01B,)“211~(f)lle,. 
Using this to estimate the right side of (5.95) gives 
N( T - 2) < const. *’ (cash T - 
J 
cash f)(m--3)‘2 sinh t II ~(t&, dt. (5.96) 
” 
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The integrand on the right is bounded by 
e(m-3)T’2f?f llu(t)lle, for m > 3. (5.97) 
According to (4.17) I/ u(t&, g rows at most linearly in t and we see from 
(5.94) that given E > 0, there is a T, such that 
II WI,, G Et fort> T,. (5.98) 
Hence splitting the integral in (5.92) into two parts: 
and making use of the above estimates, an easy calculation yields 
N(T- 2) < const.(e’m-‘)T’Z +&Te(m-1)T’2) 
for T > T,. This implies inequality (5.81) of Theorem 5.8. 
6. EXAMPLES 
We now show by example that E can be positive, nonnegative or indefinite 
when vol. F is infinite. An interesting source of examples is obtained from 
discrete Fuchsian subgroups, that is, isometries of the form (3.3) with real 
coefficients. 
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose r is a Fuchsian subgroup with 2-dimensional 
fundamental domain F, = /Hz/I’. Then F can be obtained by rotating F, 
about the x,-axis in the upper half-space y > 0. 
Proof. Define the projection map rc as 
n: {x1, x2, y} E IH, -, {xl, dm} E IH,. (6.1) 
We claim that for any r with real coefficients 
nt = 271. (6.2) 
An easy calculation gives 
TW = (aw + b)(cw + d)-’ 
= [(ax, + b&x, + d) + ac(x: + y*)] + x,i + yj (6.3) 
6 
3 
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where 
Hence 
6 = (cx, + d)* + (cx2)2 + (cy)‘. 
71zw =
I 
(ax, + b)(cx, + 4 + 44 +.v*) 657 
6 3 6 I 
= vrw. 
The lemma asserts that F = n-‘F,. It is clear that U (n-I$,) = IH,. For 
take any w E IH,, then ?rw E IH, and there exists a y in r such that yrcw lies in 
F,. Consequently nyw belongs to F2 and yw to E Next suppose that w and 
yw belong to F for some y in r, y # id. Then 7cw and zyw = y(7cw) belong to 
F, which is impossible. This shows that F is indeed a fundamental domain 
for r. 
In view of this result, the natural coordinate system to use in considering 
such fundamental domains is the cylindrical coordinates defined in (4.21). 
We also introduce a change of the dependent variable 
f = sech s g (6.4) 
in terms of which 
WI = jF [P 2~~~~2~~I~,~,12+l~p~~12~+I~,~~12+l~2121 
dx dp ds 
p2 . (6.5) 
The E form is clearly nonnegative. In view of Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.2, a 
suitable G form for these examples is 
G(f) = E(f) + K(f), (6.6) 
where 
K(f)=j-lg,12 dx;dsY (6.6)’ 
S being a compact subset of F. 
LEMMA 6.2. If Area F, < co, then f = sech s{ 1, O} is a null vector for E. 
Proof. Since E(f) = 0 it is only necessary to show that f belongs to -R, 
that is, that f can be approximated in the G-norm by C?(F) data. To this 
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end we choose a sequence of data f, = sech s{qPn, 0) in C?(F), q,, = o:(x, p) 
q;(s); here rp:(x,p) = 1 except in cusps and r&(s) = <(s/n), 
0) = 1 ISI < 1 
=o Js( > 2. 
Typically a cusp in F, is of the form { 1x1 < l/2, p > a} and on such a cusp 
we set oT(x, p) = <Q/n). It is now easy to show that 
G(f-f,J -+ 0 and E(fn) -+ 0. (6.7) 
LEMMA 6.3. If Area F, = a, then E is positive on 2. 
Proof. If Area F, = 03, then F, has to contain a neighborhood of infinity 
in IH,, and hence a rectangle Q of the form (0 Q x <a, 0 < p < b). For 
v E C~(lT?), a simple integration by parts shows that 
jobp /a,(+) iZdp=,,” (,“1.v,~--&v,2) dp-JgL 
Hence 
and, multiplying through by sech’ s, we see by (6.5) that 
(6.8) 
the range of integration being n-‘Q. 
If E(f) = 0, then we see from (6.5) that g, = 0 and ag, = 0; so that 
f = sech s { 1,O). If such an f is in R, then it can be approximated in the G- 
norm by a sequence f, of C”(F) data: f, = sech s((P”, 0) satisfying (6.7). 
According to Lemma 3.1, rp,, converges to 1 locally in L,. In this case 
E(f,) + 0 while the integral on the right side in (6.8) tends to infinity. In 
view of (6.8) this is impossible. 
Next we present an example for which vol F = 00 and E is strictly 
indefinite. We take for the subgroup r the group generated by 
(:, :“), (:, 2;i), (‘: ;l), 
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for L > 1. It can be shown that a fundamental domain F for r is determined 
by the inequalities 
lx*1 (4 1x21 < 19 x:+x:+y*> 1, y > 0. (6.9) 
Since each of the generating elements of r take the y coordinate of a 
boundary point into itself, any continuous function of y alone will be 
automorphic. A simple integration by parts described in Section 3 brings the 
energy form (3.10) into 
I~xl”f12 + lP,,f,I’ E(S)=jF [ y SY la, (~)~*+~]dx,dx,dY 
where the boundary integral is over the unit hemisphere S: 
{x: + x: + y* = 1, y > O}. 
To prove that E is indefinite it is enough to exhibit a sequence of data 
(f,}, automorphic and piecewise C;(F), for which 
E(f,) < 0 for n large enough. (6.11) 
To this end choose q(s) E C~(lF?) so that 
9(s) = 1 for /sJ < 1 
=o for IsI > 2. 
We then set 
when 
f” = {Y9,(Yh 013 
log Y 
9,(Y>=9 - . ( 1 n 
We see from (6.10) that 
Wn) =j yl9X~)l* dx, dx, dy-js19,(y)12 dx, dx,. 
F 
An easy estimate shows that 
(6.12) 
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It follows that 
lim E(f,) = -i, dx, dx, = --72, 
as desired. Note that the energy form (3.9) is not applicable because the 
function y is not in D(L); this is so because y has discontinuous first 
derivatives along S when considered as a function on the manifold F. 
We show now that the last example is typical for all nonelementary 
groups whose fundamental domains have a cusp. We call r nonelementary if 
not all of its elements have a common fixed point. 
THEOREM 6.4. Suppose r is nonelementary and that its fundamental 
domain F has a cusp of maximal rank. Then the energy form over F is 
indefinite. 
A cusp of maximal rank of F at co has the following structure in the 
{x, y} parameterization of IH,: 
F, x (a, a), (6.13) 
where F, is the fundamental domain of a crystallographic group r, in 
Rm- ’ of finite area. r, is a subgroup of r. According to Theorem 1.1, the 
counting number N,(s) for r, in R”-’ is 
N’&)= (mr;);F,,, ’ m-l + O(P) (6.14) 
when a is any number >(m - l)(m - 2)/m. 
r is nonelementary if it contains a r for which co is not a fixed point: 
$03) # co. (6.15) 
In order to prove Theorem 6.4, we shall show that the contribution of 
elements of the kind {?q; 7,~ E r,) to the counting number N(T) for r is 
enough to make 
N(T) > cTe(m-1)r’2 (6.16) 
for some c > 0. If the energy form were >O over F, then according to 
Theorem 5.8, N(T) would be o(Texp((m - l)T/2). This, being contrary to 
(6.16), proves the theorem. 
Denote by r, those elliptic maps in r which keep co and r(a) fixed; and 
by r; those elliptic maps in r which keep co and r-‘(co) fixed. Since r is 
discrete, both re and r; weflnite subgroups of r. 
580/46/3-6 
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LEMMA 6.5. Let y, y’, ,u, ,u’ be elements of Too. Two elements of the form 
ytp and y’y’ are equal only if y E y’T, and ,u E r:,u’. 
Proof. We rewrite 
as 
YI t = WI > (6.17) 
where 
Yl = Y’-lY and p1 =,dp-1. (6.18) 
Clearly y, and p, belong to Too. 
Next let Z be any horosphere through co ; then rZ and T-‘Z are 
horospheres through r(co) and 7~‘(co), respectively. We now show that 
(i) y, map rZ into itself 
(ii) cl;’ maps r-‘2 into itself. 
In fact if w is any point in Z, then pi w also lies in Z and rp, w lies in rC. 
Using (6.17), we deduce that y,sw = rp, w lies in rC. This proves part (i); 
part (ii) can be proved in the same way. 
This shows that y1 maps horospheres through co, and those through r(co) 
into themselves. Such a map is elliptic; thus yi belongs to r,; using (6.18) 
we deduce that y belongs to y’r, . Similarly we deduce that p; ’ belongs to r; 
and therefore that ,u belongs to r$‘. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
It follows from this lemma that as y runs through all the elements of Too 
and ,U through r;\rm, the elements yrp are distinct elements of r. We may 
suppose that j = (0, 1 } is not a fixed point of r. Set ,~4j = {xr, 1) and from 
each set of r;\r, choose the ~1 which minimizes Ix, I. Then since the 
cardinality of r; is finite, say, M, there will be at least N&)/M orbital 
points x,, with p chosen as above, lying in the Euclidean ball of radius s 
about the origin; here N, is given by (6.14). Each of these is mapped by r 
into rpj which is of the form 
I 
1 k) 
4(x,) ‘4(x,) ; I 
here I is linear and q quadratic in x, with 
(6.19) 
4(x,) > 4x,12 + 1) (6.20) 
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for some c > 0. Next applying the elements of Too to qj we get 
(6.21) 
According to (6.14) 
N,(s) = [y E Too, Ixy( < s1 N const. sm-‘. (6.22) 
Now the non-Euclidean distance of a point {x, y} from j is given by 
X2 
lo& 
Y 
(6.23) 
plus a term that tends to zero with y. Hence the distance of the points (6.21) 
from j is less than 
log(const. + const. lxy12 4(x,)) N log const. lxy12 /x,1’. 
It follows that the number N(T) of points of rj whose non-Euclidean 
distance from j is <T is not less than the number of y in r, and P in rL/r, 
for which 
1 xy 1’ 1 x, I * < const. er. (6.24) 
Fixing ,D so that 
Ix, I2 < const. e*, (6.25) 
the number of y E Ta, for which (6.24) holds is by (6.14) greater than 
T 
const. - 
( 1 
on- I)/2 
I& * 
(6.26) 
We sum this over the range (6.25) taking one ,D from each coset of I’;\r, ; 
this gives 
N(T) > const. e(m-“T’2 CC 
1 
Ix,I”-’ - 
Taking the cardinality of ri into account, we get 
const. ~~(m- l)e(“-l)*/2~!!$&, 
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where the range of integration is [ 1, const. eT’*]. Using (6.14) this gives 
N(T) > const. Te((m-l)‘Z)T. 
This is inequality (6.16) from which Theorem 6.4 follows. 
We saw in Theorem 4.4 that the energy form for F is indefinite iff L’ has 
positive eigenvalues. An immediate consequence of this and Theorem 6.4 is 
COROLLARY 6.6. If r is nonelementary and its fundamental domain 
contains a cusp of maximal rank, then L’ has positive eigenvalues. 
Corollary 6.6 generalizes to dimensions greater than 2 a result due to 
Patterson [ 131. Another proof is given by Sullivan in [ 141. 
7. SOLUTIONS OF THE NON-EUCLIDEAN WAVE EQUATIONS 
In this section we shall construct a solution for the non-Euclidean wave 
equation in the m-dimensional Poincare half space IH, consisting of points 
(x, y), x E Rm-i, y > 0, with the metric 
ds2 = dx* + &* 
Y2 ’ 
(7.1) 
The wave equation we shall consider is 
u,, = L,u = y*A,u + ~“3, (7.2) 
In polar coordinates this becomes 
cash s 
u,, = u,, + (m - 1) sinh u, + Au + u, (7.3) 
where II is a second order differential operator in the sphere of radius s. 
LEMMA 7.1. For m odd 
g,(s, t) = (& d,)(m-3)‘2 hi;v;) (7.4) 
is a spherically symmetric solution of (7.3). 
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Proof: For the case m = 3, a straightforward verification suffices. We 
prove the general case by induction, assuming that it holds for m. The com- 
mutant 
1 
L -a, =-2 
cosh2 s m 
m’ sinh s 1 z&Y:+ 2------ [ sinh3 s sinh s I as. (7.5) 
It is also readily seen that 
L 
g s m 
(7.6) 
Combining (7.5) and (7.6) we get 
L gm+2 m+2 =&a,(L,&d= &mm 
as desired. 
Taking s to be the non-Euclidean distance between two points w and w’, 
cash s = 1 + 
lw-wq* 
a ’ 
where 1 w - w’l is the Euclidean distance between w and w’, we obtain a 
solution, spherically symmetric about w’. Clearly the function obtained by a 
superposition of spherical waves, that is, 
u(w, t) = c, (& a,)‘*-3”2 if(w’) ‘i;?;’ dw’ (7.8) 
is a solution of (7.2). Taking h to be the delta function, we obtain the 
solution 
u(w, t) = c, 
(sill ) -3, (7.9) 
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here da denotes the non-Euclidean surface element. With 
c, = \/;; 
2’m- ym - 2)/2)! 
(7.9)’ 
this solution satisfies the initial conditions 
u(w, 0) = 0, u,(w 0) = w, f(w). (7.10) 
We obtain a solution for the even dimensional problem by the method of 
descent. This method is somewhat complicated in the non-Euclidean case by 
the fact that a solution u of u,, = I,,,,, ,U which does not depend on x, is 
itself not a solution of the m-dimensional wave equation but instead 
u 
u=L/2 Y 
(7.11) 
is a suitable solution. With this substitution, formula (7.9) becomes 
( y’)“* f(w’) do. 
Taking f to be independent of x,, the integral on the right can be written as 
an integral over the m-dimensional ball d(w, w’) < t: 
v(w, t) = c,, , Jz (-&c?~)‘~-~)” i,,,.,,,,, \/ f(w’) 
cash t - cash d 
dw’. (7.12) 
Replacing the constant @c,+ , by 
w 
Cm=fiCmtI_--IL= 
1 
w mtl 2’” - ““((m - 2)/2)! 
and v by U, the resulting function satisfies the initial conditions (7.10). 
Finally we obtain bounds on the Green’s function G, for M = k2 -L as 
an operator on the entire hyperbolic space IH,. Since G,(w, w,,) is spherically 
symmetric about w,, it satisfies the ordinary differential equation 
-$G,+(m-1) gfGo+ [ (F)‘k*] G,=O, (7.14) 
where s = d(w, w,,). For m odd set h(s) = ePks in formula (7.4); Lemma 7.1 
shows that 
G, = const. (&“‘)im-3”2 & (7.15) 
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satisfies (7.14). For m even Green’s function can be defined in terms of 
Legendre functions (see Woo [16, pp. 102-1031). However, to obtain the 
estimates that we require, a cruder analysis suffices. 
LEMMA 7.2. The whole space Green’s function G, for M = k2 - L, 
k > (m - 1)/2, is bounded by 
const. exp[-((m - 1)/2 + k) d(w, w,)] 
I Go(w wo)l < d(w, wJ~-~ 
for m > 2, 
( const. ]log d(w, w&l exp[-(4 + k) d(w, w,)] for m = 2. 
(7.16) 
ProoJ Near s = 0 the differential equation (7.14) is of the regular 
singular types with indicial equation 
y(y--l)+(m-l)y=O. 
Since the roots of this equation are y = 0 and y = 2 - m, the corresponding 
solutions to (7.14) behave like 
m 
sy 2 a,?, a, f 0. 
?I=0 
However, when m = 2, y = 0 is a double root and there is in this case a 
singular solution of the type 
logs f a/, 
n=o 
a, # 0. 
This establishes the local behavior of Go. 
For large s Eq. (7.14) approaches 
-$G,+(m- l)$Go+ [ (IF)*-k’] G,=O, (7.14)’ 
which has solutions of the type 
exp [-(?$+k)s]. 
The solution which behaves like exp[-((m - 1)/2 + k)s] at infinity can not 
be regular at the origin since such a solution would be an L, null function of 
M, contrary to the fact that M is positive definite when k > (m - 1)/2. 
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Hence the solution which behaves like exp[-((m - 1)/2 + k)s] at infinity 
must be singular at the origin and this singularity is proper for a Green’s 
function. 
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